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THE WHITE HOUSE 


WASHINGTON 


August 3, 1993;' 

MEMORANDUM FOR DR. PHIL LEE 
BRUCE VLADECK 

. ,p)\~\~/r ~ 
FROM: Carol H. Rasco, Assistant'to the President for 

Domestic Policy 

SUBJECT: American Nurses Association 

Per the attached request, I have asked my assistant, Rosalyn 
Kelly, to contact Donna Richardson to say that we will try to 
arrange for the three of us to meet with this group. However, my 
schedule will not allow me to meet with them before August 24. 
Other dates that I am available are August 25, 26 and the week of 
September 13. 

Rosalyn will contact your office soon for your availability and 
then coordinate with ANA. 
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American Nurses Association 
600 Maryland Avenue SW, Suite 100 West, Washington, DC 20024-2571 

202·554·4444 • Fax: 202·554·2262 

Virginia Trotter Betts. JD. MSN. RN 
Presidenl 

Barbara K. Redman, PhD, RN, FAAN 
Executive Director 

July 22, 1993 

Carol H. Rasco 
Assistant to the President for Domestic Policy 

The White House 

Washington, DC 20050 

Re: Request for Meeting 

Dear Ms. Rasco: 

On behalf of the American Nurses Association (ANA), I am writing to request a meeting to 
discuss issues surrounding health care reform and related issues. Roy Neel has suggested 
that meeting with you, Phil Lee and Bruce Vladeck (either jointly or individually) could be 
beneficial. As you know, ANA has been a strong supporter of the President's domestic 
policy agenda, particularly as regards health care and workplace issues. We would 
appreciate the opportunity to discuss with you some of our current and ongoing concerns in 
this area. 

We will be contacting you shortly to arrange a meeting. In the meantime, please feel free to 

contact Donna Richardson, Director of Governmental Affairs for ANA, at (202) 554-4444, 

extension 440. ~ 


Thank you: JD~).tk 
X t/tJ'l--. 

Yours sincerely, 

lJti~~ ~ 6Lft/f/G 
Virginia Trotter Betts, JD, MSN, RN 

President 


The US Member of the International Council of Nurses 

ANA - An Equal Opportunity Employer 




AMERICAN NURSES ASSOCIATION 

AGENDA 
Thursday, October 14, 1993 

10:30 am 

1. MedicaidlMedicare policies before reform enacted 
a. Reimbursement of advanced practice nurses 
b. Provider taxes 

2. . Labor Issues and Health Care Reform 
a. Hospital layoffs 
b. Down substitution 

3. Transition Plan for Health Care Reform 
a. Quality assurance 
b .. · Professional Security 

.c. State Health Plans 



American Nurses Association 

600 ivbryLlI1,1 AVt;llIIC S\V 
SUire 100 \Xll'sr: 
\XIashil1!,:ll'I\, lIe 20024-2.'ii' 

TEL 202 554 4444 

FAX 202 554 22(\2 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE CONTACT: Kim Smith, ext. 243 
October 13, 1993 Lisa Wyatt, ext. 240 

Kathryn Scott, ext. 242 

NURSES WIN GREATER ROLE UNDER CLINTON HEALTII PLAN 

WASHINGTON, DC - Under the Clinton health plan, registered nurses will playa larger 

role in delivering health care services, according to the American Nurses Association 

(ANA). In particular, advanced practice nurses, those with 2-4 years post-graduate education, 

will be able to provide a full range of health care services to patients, unrestricted by barriers 

at the federal and state level. 

"We were successful in convincing the health care task force that nurses are part of the 

solution. The goals of universal access, cost containment and a greater emphasis on primary 

, health care services cannot be achieved unless you remove the shackles that hobble thousands 

II of front-line· providers," said ANA President Virginia Trotter Betts, JD, MSN, RN. "This is 
\ 

\ a major victory for nurses and consumers. " . 

\ 
I 

IIANA believes consumers will benefit greatly by increasing the number and range of qualified 

. \pro~iders. It is widely acknowledged that the existing pool of some 200,000 primary care 

~hYSicians is insufficient to address the primary care needs of Americans. This shortage of 

~rimary care providers will escalate with the phase-in of universal insurance coverage. 
I 

i 
I 
¥ore than 100,000 advanced practice nurses, such as nurse practitioners, certified nurse

rhidwives and clini~ nurse specialists currently provide primary health care services, 

Jequentlyas the only caregiver to underserved communities in rural and urban America. 
I . 
I 

\ 

\ 
I 

\ 

MfRE... 

I 
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NURSES WIN GREATER ROLE12 

Specifically, the following provisions in the Clinton health care plan recognize a greater role for 

nurses iiI a refonned health care system: 

• federal preemption of artificial barriers to nursing practice; 

• mandated reimbursement of nurses from public and private payors; 

• consistent recognition of advanced practice nurses under the Medicare program. 

Currently, advanced practice nurses must navigate a patchwork of laws and regulations that vary from 

state to state and within the Medicare program. For example, in some states, such as Alaska and 

Oregon, advanced practice nurses can provide a full range of health care services within their scope 

of practice. They may write prescriptions, receive direct third party reimbursement for their services 

and apply for admitting privileges to hospitals. In other states, such as Arkansas and New Jersey, 

advanced practice nurses have little autonomy due to barriers that restrict their practice, thereby 

reducing the number of accessible primary care providers in those states. 

Other changes that ANA was able to negotiate inClude: 

• antidiscriminatory language for inclusion of nursing services in the benefits plan; 

• inclusion of nurse providers in the accountable health plans. 

Including, nursing services in the covered benefits plan and nurse providers in the accountable health 

plans will ensure that consumers have access to nurses, who are proven cost-effective providers. 

"These changes are 'important because they level the playing field and increase choice of providers for 

consumers," explained Betts. "The current system is structured toward illness care delivered by 

physicians. In order to change the focus of the health care system from illness and cure to prevention 

and care, nurses' services must be covered and nurses must be recognized as qualified providers." 

According to a recent Gallup poll, the vast majority of Americans are willing to rec.eive their 

everyday health care services from an advanced practice nurse. There is significant research that 

shows that advanced practice nurses spend more time with patients and provide primary care that is as 

good or better than physician care in many important measures of quality and patient satisfaction. 

MORE... 



NURSES WIN GREATER ROLE/3 

To increase the pool of both generalist registered nurses and advanced practice nurses, the Clinton 

plan contains increased funding for nursing education. This includes funds to double the number of 

graduates annually from advanced practice nursing programs and a 10 percent redistribution of 

Graduate Medical Education funds, monies pooled from all insurers to reimburse providers for the 

costs of academically based, advanced practice, primary care nurse education programs. 

This funding would enable many of the 300,000 registered nurses currently working in corrpnunity

based settings to pursue an additional 12-18 months of graduate education in order to quickly increase 

the nation's supply of primary health care providers. 

Other measures to increase the pool of registered nurses include loan forgiveness for· primary care 

providers, support for baccalaureate and master's level nursing programs, support for retraining of 

nurses who are displaced from acute care settings, and an emphasis on recruitment of health 

professionals from culturally diverse, underserved populations. 

ANA also convinced the administration of a multidisciplinary approach to: 1) quality assurance 

mechanisms; specifically, nursing care will be included in the evaluation of the effectiveness of care, 

practice standards and guidelines; 2) ~alpractice reforms; specifically, nurses will be covered in all 

reforms; 3) anti-trust remedies; specifically, anti-trust guidelines will be aggressively enforced and 
I 

II clarification of regulations will facilitate nurses as well as physicians and institutions to form provider 
I 

\ alliances. 

\ 
I 

I 
\"The level of recognition by the White House of nurses' contribution to the health care system is 
i 
~istoric. Each and every nurse in America, regardless of what they do or where they practice, should 
I 

take pride in these victories ... 
I 
i 
'I 

ANA, which has declared its strong support for the Clinton health care plan, actively promoted 


n~rsing'S reform plan, Nursing's Agenda for Health Care Refonn, since 1990. ANA will continue 

I 

to support and advocate for key principles included in Nursing's Agenda· as health care reform moves I . . 
tllrough the legislative process. 

I 
i 

! 
\ 

MORE... 
\ 

! 
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. NURSES WIN GREATER ROLE/4 

"Over the past months we have provided input to the health care task force and we will continue to 

press for the provisions that nursing believes are fundamental to achieve true reform. To that end, 

we pledge the support of the nation's 2.2 million nurses to keep the reform train running on track, on 

time and with no unscheduled stops. We will stoke the engines of reform until this train reaches its 

destination. " 

ANA has committed its national grassroots lobbying system, Nurses S~ategic Action Team (NSTAT) 

to promote health care reform at the local and state levels. NSTAT is comprised of thousands of 

nurse volunteers who work to generate media, political and hometown support as well as lobby their 

federal senators and representatives. 

### 

The American Nurses Association is the only full-service professional organization representing the 
nation's 2.2 million Registered Nurses through its 53 constituent associations. ANA advanced the 
nursing profession by fo~tering high standards of nursing practice, promoting the economic and 
general welfare of nurses in the workplace, projecting a positive and realistic view of nursing, and by 
lobbying the Congress and regulatory agencies on health care issues affecting nurses and the public. 

g: \reI eases \clinton. apn 
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IAmerical1 Nurses Association 
600 Maryland Avenue SW, Suite 100 West, Washington, DC 20024-2571 

202-554-4444 • Fax: 202-554-2262 

Virginia Tt-oller Bells. JD. MSN. RN 
President 

Barbara K. Redman, PhD. RN, FAAN 
Executive Director 

May 13, 1993 

Via Hand Delivery 

The Honorable Donna E. Shalala 

Secretary 

Department of Health and Human Services 

Washington, DC 20201 


Dear Secretary Shalala: 

Thank you for meeting with Gwendylon Johnson, Judith Huntington, Linda Shinn, Donna 

Richardson, and me on April 29. We appreciate your openness to our discussion about 

nursing priorities and issues related to health care reform as well as your dear 

understanding of the complexities involving the implementation of health care reform. 


We are including the following information in response to your request on redirecting some 

of the graduate medical education funding for nurses and the structure and direction of 

public health services. We will forward additional information on hospital restructuring as 

soon as we finalize it.· 


ANA is pleased that you share our belief that a restructured health care system must 

address universal access, quality and cost containment simultaneously in order to be 

successfuL Nursing is committed to ensuring that health reform goal. 


Redirection of Federal Graduate Medical Education Funds 

ANA recommends that the Administration increase Federal funding and support for 
; preparation of primary care providers. Specifically, Graduate Medical Education (GME) 

funding should be redistributed (preferably through the Nurse Education Act (NEA» to 
increase the number ofqualified nurses to be primary care providers. Based on data from 
the National Sample Survey of Nurses (1988), there ate approximately 125,000 RNs working 
in physician's offices, freestanding clinics, ambulatory surgical centers, health maintenance 
organizations, and other ambulatory care settings. Additionally, there are approximately' 
111~000 RNs working in community/public health s.ettings, 48,000 in school health, and 
another 22,000 in occupational health. With the appropriate funding support, this pool of, 
generalists nurses could begin to rapidly increase the nation's supply of primary care 
providers. 

The US Member of the·lnternational Council of Nurses 

ANA - An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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ANA specifically recommends the following actions: 

• 	 Allocate 10 percent of the direct funding for GME to NEA, in addition to the 
approximately $ 300 million federal funds which presently go for nursing 
education, be allocated to NEA These funds should be in addition to the 
current funding levels of NEA 

• 	 Increase the number of graduate programs which focus on primary care as 
well as increase capacity in current graduate funding programs. 

• 	 Fund post-master's certificate programs to enhance the primary care skills and 
abilities of clinical nurse specialists and other master's prepared nurses. 

Fund BSN nursing education programs especially those which assist the 
diploma and associate degree nurses etpployed in acute care settings to 
rapidly obtain a BSN to enhance their community, public health, and/or 
critical care knowledge and skills. 

• 	 Assist hospitals which seek to provide continuing education to acute care 
nurses for acquisition of community care nursing skills. 

The BSN assistance programs and continuing education programs are necessary to prepare 
nurses to make the transition from hospital to community based nursing care. We must 
stress that the continuing education programs must allow credits earned to be transferred 
to BSN or graduate programs. Nursing is all too familiar with institutional programs which, 
if not affiliated with institutions of higher learning, do not allow nurses to later articulate 
within the university setting and thus hamper upward career mobility. 

Nursing Care for Minority Populations 

ANA agrees with you about the need to address the health care needs of the minority 
communities. Historically, nursing has consistently been an advocate for the underserved 
and under-represented. Many of the underserved and disenfranchised in America's health 
care system are ethnic/racial minorities. A health care system that does not address the 
needs of minorities will not be effective in improving the health status of Americans. 
Providing culturally competent health care to all Americans is an essential component of 
universal access, quality and cost containment. Many minority nurses (both· advanced 
practice and generalists) are needed to meet the health care needs of the growing minority 
population. The ANA has supported education and leadership development for minority 
nurses for over 25 years. Still there is much to be done. 

Minority nurses represent only 8.8 percent ofall employed registered nurses while minorities 
represent almost 25 percent of the U.S. workforce. Of the 8.8 percent of minority nurses, 
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4.0 percent are African American, 1.4 percent are Hispanic, 2.7 percent are Asian and 0.4 
percent are Native Americans. Most African American and Asian nurses are baccalaureate 
prepared, while most Hispanic and Native American nurses are associate degree prepared. 

Access to care for the minority populations will be improved by providing relevant and 
competent professional nurses. A cadre of bilingual and bicultural nurses are needed to 
successfully deliver primary health care through public health and community outreach 
services. Research has shoWn that minority nurses are more likely to work in agencies that 
serve' minorities. 

ANA has identified several actions that can be employed by the federal government to 
increase numbers of providers from the minority populations, for example: 

• 	 Target funding for education programs that will move minority nurses from 
, ADN to BSN and/or MSN preparation. 

• 	 Continue support for doctoral education and faculty development are 
necessary to provide minority nursing leadership, in health delivery, research, 
and health care policy for minorities across. America. 

• 	 Establish state-wide partnerships between health science centers and nursing 
centers of excellence and schools who have been successful in nurturing 
minority students. In addition, universities can share faculty, laboratories, and 
research facilities. Everyone will gain from this kind of partnership. This 
would facilitate sharing techniques and strategies for recruitment and 
retention of minority students and faculty. Knowledge of minority health care 
behavior, cultural competency, research and leadership development could 
also be shared. 

Rebuilding the Public Health Infrastructure 

A health care system cannot succeed in building a healthier America unless it addresses 
health promotion and disease prevention for the total community or geographic area. This 
requires support for both public health and personal health services. Since many people are 
currently without access to traditional medical and clinical preventive services, there is 
considerable overlap between existing public health systems and personal health services. 
Resources once used for core public health programs have been drained into medical care 
services provided by the public sector. ' 

In a reformed system, we anticipate that clinical preventive and curative health services will 
be provided ~y Approved HeB:lth Plans (AHPs) and not public health agencies. Maternal 
and child health clinics, immunizations, family planning, ,breast and cervical cancer 
screening, clinical SID care, and handicapped children's programs are examples of clinical 
services currently provided (although sparsely) by public health nurses in public programs 
that need to be integrated into a basic health benefit plan. 
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The transition from the existing system will take time as public health agencies move away 
from clinical services and return to the core functions of public health. The focus of state 
and local health departments will necessarily change to better meet the broader public 
health needs of the community. Non-insurable components of the public health system such 
as the capability to respond to health emergencies, the enforcement of regulatory measures 
to protect personal and environmental health, the assessment of health conditions and 
services in a community, and measures to ensure the quality of both personal and population 
based services are critical to ensure a healthier population and contain costs. 

The core public health functions that need strengthening in public programs include the 
following: 

• 	 Assessment of the health status of communities to identify the unique and 
most pressing health problems of each community, thus enabling rational, 
effective and efficient deployment of resources through adequate planning and 
policy development. 

• 	 Monitoring and action to ensure prevention of infectious and chronic diseases, 
control of epidemics as well as the safety of air, water, and food supplies. 

• 	 Health education to provide individuals and families with knowledge and skills 
to maintain and improve health behavior. 

• 	 Outreach, screening and linkage to ensure that individuals needing health care 
are identified and receive appropriate services. 

All of the core public health functions are reliant on public health nurses who are 
knowledgeable about families in their communities and who can apply scientific and 
technical knowl~dge to promote health and prevent disease. Activist home visiting by public 
health nurses can ensure families appropriate care, whether provided directly by the nurse 
or through private programs. Regional and local differences will be significant in. 
determining specific public health programs, but public health nursing, with increased 
capacity for community outreach, assessment and intervention, is going to be needed to 
integrate services and ensure that vulnerable populations don't "fall through the cracks". 

Data systems are another critical component of a revitalized public health service. Public 
health agencies·will need consistent reporting on personal health,. environmental health, 
community concerns and resources, and the quality and range of services available in a 
community. Public health agencies will need to gather data through ongoing surveillance 
on the effectiveness of community health services such as high blood pressure prevention 
education programs as well as to monitor the impact of Accountable Health Plans (AHPs) 
on public health indicators such as low birth rates, immunization rates, and prevalence of 
tuberculosis. . 
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Estimates of the resources required to revitalize our public health infrastructure are 
approximately $30 per capita per year, exclusive of funding for personal health services. The 
precise allocation across levels of government, and the identification of revenue sources to 
generate these funds, will need further development. Finally, the development of ongoing 
strategies that allow for flexible funding mechanisms are essential to address local and 
regional diversity. 

Conclusion 

We hope that the above addresses many ofyour questions. We welcome further opportunity 
to discuss health reform from a nursing perspective. We also enclose the ANA's recent 
testimony before the Senate Finance Subcommittee on Medicare and Long-term Care on 
Anti-Trust Issues in the Health Care Industry. It will both highlight and detail the intense 
efforts that abound in the environment to prevent nurses from practicing and offering cost-
effective services in every community. 

ANA looks forward to working with you to develop a transition plan for health care reform 
and assist in its implementation. If you have questions or need further information please 
feel free to contact me. 

Donna, it is always a pleasure meeting with you, and I especially want to thank you for your 
graciousness at the Rose Garden event. That was a Nurses Day to remember! 

Sincerely, 

Virginia Trotter Betts, JD, MSN, RN 

President 


Enclosure 
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September 30, 1993 

Mr. Bernard Truffer 

Director, Payment Policy Division 

Office of Medicaid Policy 

Health Care Financing Administration 

233 East High Rise Building 

6325 Security Boulevard 

Baltimore, MD 21207 


Re: Medicaid I")rovider Taxcs--Nufsing Services 

Dear Mr. Truffer: 

This is to follow up on our telephone conversation or September 28. I am seeking 
clarification of a provision in the final rules regarding Medicaid provider til xes recently 

issued by the Health Care Financing Administration and effective as of September 15, 1993. 

My questions pertain to the regulations as they apply to taxes on "nursing services" (42 CFR 

433.56(a)(16». 

1. The regulations identify three examples of nurses whose services may be taxed--nurse 

midwives, nurse practitioners and private duty nurses. Thesc are nurses who often (although 

not always) practice as private practitioners, not as employees who work for a saltlry or a 

wage. Did HCFA intend that Federal Financial Participation (FFP) be limited to taxes on 

nurses who practice independently, or may nurses who are employees also be taxed? 


2. If employed nurses may be taxed, do these include nurses who work for institutions 

on which a Medicaid provider tax is also imposed'! If so, may a state choose to exclude su<;:h 

nurses from a provider tax and still meet the qualifications that provider taxes he hroad-hased 

and apply in a uniform manner to all providers in, (l class'! 


3. If employed nurses may be taxed, docs lhi~ ,include nurses other th<1I1 the three 

eXlImples (nurse midwives, nurse practitioncrs and private duty nurscs) cited in the 

regulations'! For instance, would il include staff nurses in hospilals or nursing facilities? [s 

the tax limited to registered nurses, or may taxes on licensed practical nurses and Ilursing 

assistants <llso (IUalify for FFP? 


4. May lhe state decide to limit ilst,,>; to Ilurses ill [!rivate practice, or docs Ihe 

requiremcnt Ihat Ihe tax be hroad-hased allu apply ill a ulliform mallner IIH.:all ttWI ;til 

individuals who provide nursing services lIlust he taxed? 


The US Member of th~ International Council of Nurses 
ANA An EqutlJ Opportunity Employer 
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5. Mwa a state tax on "nursing services" he illll)()sed on individual nurses, ur Illay it he 
imposed on the institutions througil wilidl such services are provided'! Arc there any federal 
restraitHs on the manner in wllicll (l tax on individual Ilurses may be imposed? 

6. As a result of the regulations are the states in allY way "required" to tax nursing 
services? Our ullderstanding of the regulations is that it outlines the circulllstances under 
which FFP may he available, hut that tile states retain the sole (luriloriLY. to deterllline which 
groups they choose [0 tax. Could you. provide any clarifieatioll Oil tilis isslle'! 

! r very mllch appreciate any clarification or additional information you may provide Oil these 
issues. I may be rcached at the above address, hy telephone at (202) 554-4444, extension 

l 451, or by fax at (202) 554-0189. 

i , Thank you.
I, 

i Yours sincerely, 

~ David Keepnews, 10, MPH, RN 
: Assistant Director, Government~t1 Affairs 

,g\grcl\d k\hcfa \pl1X \c1ar.hr 
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AMERICAN NURSES ASSOCIATION 

i 

EDUCATION OF NURSES 

Detennination of Nurse Workforce 
! 
I 

The Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Service will 
detennine the estimated need of nurse workforce and advanced practice 
nurses needed to meet the health care demands of the nation. This will be 
based on the workforce estimates of the National Council on Nurse 

I Education, and its allocated regional councils. Regional councils identify , . 
i . needs in facilities and communities within the area of the country it serves. 

The Secretary appoints the National Council on Nurse Workforce, which 
includes n,urse educators, practicing nurses, advanced practice nurses, , 
student nurses, consumers, hospital administrators, a practicing physician 
and.a member of the state public health department. 

The Council recommends the total number of needed positions for primary 
and tertiary care, based on the national need for nurses. The National 
Council on Nurse Education will: 

* 	 Collect and evaluate data related to workforce surveillance, 
including shortage areas, recruitment and retention strategies and 
needed nurse education programs. 

* 	 Current regional distribution and baccalaureate and ,masters 
education programs. 

* 	 The need to maintain a range of primary care positions for 
members· of under-represented minority groups. 

* 	 The current state legislation which allows expanded practice for 
advanced practice nurses. ' , 

* 	 Other factors relating to specific nurse workforce needs, such as . 
recruitment of new providers, training for nurses leaving tertiary 
care settings for community and public health positions, education 
for, advanced practice roleS. 

* 	 The need for the development of innovative demonstration 
programs to enhance the cost effectiveness of the delivery of nursing 
care and the development of educational programs to prepare 



to' ,. 

nurses to meet the workforce needs. 

* 	 Communication linkages will be established with the National 
Council on Graduate Medical Education that responds to the needs 
created by the reduction in medical specialty training by providing 
an adequate pool of advanced practice nurses to meet the 
continuing demand for these tertiary care services. 

In developing its recommendations, the Council seeks the views of 

professional nursing, hospital, public health and educational associations 

and other appropriate organizations. Recommendations relating to 

workforce needs will be reported to the Secretary of Health and Human 

Services annually and take into account the differences among training 

programs and variable turn over in facilities. 


Funding for Nurse Education 

Legislative authority to establish a new system to increase and manage the 
supply of education and training for nurses •. 

It is estimated that many of the (66% of the 1.8 million) nurses current 
employed in hospitals will need to shift their current work skills to meet 
the demands of the new health care system. Among these nurses, 
advanced practice nurses are essential to the delivery of primary care and 
hence, an increased number of providers will be needed to provide 
increased these services under a reformed health care system. Entitlement 
funds (such as those used in the graduate medical education program) 
must be allocated to support education and training of these providers by 
a mechanism similar to that for resident physicians. This mechanism 
would enable hospitals to maintain quality service and cost effectiveness 
within the. ~onstraints of the new health care system. This new entitlement 
program would be funded by a combination' of Medicare contributions and 
a surcharge on health premiums to a newly created direct nurse education 
and training trust fund. Because of the importance of advanced practice 
nurses to the delivery of care, a constant stream of dollars is needed to be 
support the education and training of these providers on a basis similar 
and equal to resident physicians. 

The Nurse .Education and Training Trust Fund would be managed by the 
Secretary of Health and Human Services in order to assure that sufficient 
numbers of nurses and advanced practice nurses are available to meet the 
needs of the health care consumer. These funds would be used toward the 
goal of increasing the nu~ber of overall primary care providers in the 
United States through both education (i.e., scholarships, loans) and 
training programs. Included among the programs to be established are: 



Funding for Nurse Education: 

* 	 Develop retraining opportunities for nurses who are forced to leave 
the tertiary care workforce for community , primary and preventive . 
care practice areas. Included among these opportunities will be 
programs for continuing education, faculty development, incentives 
for linkages of diploma schools with baccalaureate and masters 
nursing programs as well as incentives for these facilities to develop 
linkages with primary care, schools and public health networks. 

Collect and evaluate data related to ,workforce surveillance, * 
including shortage areas, recruitment and retention strategies and 
needed nurse education programs as well as current regional ' 
distribution of baccalaureate and masters nurse education 
programs. 

* 	 Development innovative demonstration progriuns to enhance the 
cost effectiveness of the delivery of nursing care and the 
development of educational programs to prepare nurses to meet 
those' workforce needs. In addition, technical assistance will 
provided to states for the enhancement of state utilization of nurse 
providers. 

Funds for advanced practice nurse and primary care nurse education and 
training will come from changes in the Social Security Act to entitle 
nursing education programs to GME funds: 

* 	 Ten percent of GME funds pooled from all insurers will be 
available for reimbursement to providers for the costs of 
academically based, advanced practice, primary care, nurse 
education programs according to the following fonnula 

• 	 A formula should be determined by the Secretary to provide 
a prorated annual stipend for each full time, graduate 
nursing resident-student who provides patient care at the 
provider site; 

• 	 The costs of clinical nursing faculty supervision at the 
provider site based on the average annual salary for clinical 
faculty; and 

• 	 Other related leachiug expenses. 

" 
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TRANSITION PHASE HEALTH CARE REFORM 
! 	 • 

HOSPITAL REFORM 
! 
I 

ANA has data that hospitals are dramatically changing their level and mix of staff for patient 
cak in what is claimed to be a response to impending health care reform and presumed 
ch~ges in institutional reimbursement. This is a process we have every reason to expect 
will be accelerated once the health care plan is released. We are convinced that interim 
m~sures are absolutely essential in order to protect patients from a significant and dangerous 
do;wngrading of nursing care in hospitals and nursing homes. 

, 
i . 


Tijerefore, ANA recommends that several actions be. taken to prevent diminished quality of 

ca,'re and loss of registered nurses in health care institutions which receive medicare payment. 

. 	 . 
I 
I 

Hhspital Reform 

Tb reduce the potential for disruption in the hospital industry during the transition to the new 
h~alth care system, the American Health Security Act imposes interim hospital regulations. 

, 
I 

To avoid premature, reactive hospital closures, dislocation of personnel, .and potentially 
s~rious threats to the safety and quality of hospital services, ~ transitiori plan is essential. 
l1he transition plan needs to put into place a seri('<: of interim quality protections that 
s~feguard patient care and provide for a retraining and re-deployme?t plan for personnel. 

I 

The decisions of hospitals and other institutions to significantly alter· staffing levels, mix, or 
re-ploy personnel should be guided by several basic principles: advanced public disclosure of 
the intention to merge, close, or significantly redeploy personnel, involvement of consumers 
~nd affected professional personnel in development and implementation of via educational 
p,rograms and other means for re-deployment, evaluation and reporting to consumers. 
eertifying bodies and professional providers the impact of re-deployment on patient outcomes 
~nd other quality of care indicators, and assurance that re-deployment plans use professional 
personnel in accord with licensure laws, educational preparation and assessed competence. 
I 

A natiol1nl tr:msitinn rlan should cOnf;)in at a minimum: 

• 	 Retraining and Relocation Programs to prepare personnel 10 assume positions 
in primary health care, public health, and critical care across a variety of 
settings .. 

i 



• Use of conversion boards to assess the opportunity for the hospital to be 
converted to some other use thereby keep jobs in the community. 

• Training programs on "How to Start a Business" and access to small business 
loans. ' 

• Pre-notification of hospital closure or merger. 

• Continuation of health and pension benefits. 

• Continuation of HIV disability coverage. 

• Limits on discounting health care services to prevent cost shafting. 

• Arutualpublic reports about the impact of major institutional changes in 
staffing levels, mix or deployment on the quality of care delivered. 

Should there be significant changes in morbidity or mortality rates or increases in 
adverse occurrences (such as falls, nosocomial infections, medication errors) or other 
indicators of change in the quality of care in 'hospitals, then more aggressive steps 
will need to be taken, such as, 

• 	 Wage pass through for providers of direct care.' 

• 	 De-certification or fines of hospitals. 

• 	 Protection of hospitals that are sold providers or provide a high percentage of 
uncompensated care by establishing uncompensated care pools until all citizens 
have universal access. ' 

1:\hcrecs.hcp\lransilion 
9nl/93 
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The Impact of Compclilive Financing Policies on Nursing Practice 
and Patient Care (u Massachusetts Hospitals 

A Report of Pre]l~inary Fjndlngs 

By 
@) Judith Shindul-Rothschild. Ph.D., R.N.• C.S. 

Assistant Professor 

Boston College School of Nursing 


Chestnul Hill, MA. 02167 


September 13, 1993 

This project was funded by a grant from the Roston College Research Incentive Progrulll 
a.nd the Massachusetts Nurses Association. The Ruthor would like to thank all the nurses 
who participated in the study and research assis(ams, Cheryl Sanfillippo and Maureen 
Curley from Boston College School of Nursing. und Amy Gousman from the Institmc of 
Law and Medicine at Brandeis University. The author would also like to thank Deborah 
Sacolar ,M.P.H. and Alan Sagar, Ph.D. from Boston University School of Public Health, 
Robert Restuccia from Health Car~ for All, and Nancy Knne, D.B.A. from Harvard 
School of Public Health who consulted with (he author during the conduct of the study. 

This study has been submitted/or publication by (he author 
No portion 0/ this report may be reproduced without the 

written permission ofthe author 
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Abstract 

In anticipation of health care financing reform, there has been a renewed. debate of the 

merits of regulatory or single-payer models versus free-market approaches such as 

managed competition. MassachusCtls provides a unique laboratory for comparing the 

two approaches. This anicle [races {he impact regulatory financing policies had on 

nursing practice and parient care in the 1980s. The results of swdies conducted by the 

author in the 1980s arc compared. with a recently completed pilot project evaluating the 

effects of competirive financing policies on parient care and nursing praclice. While 

acknowledging the preliminary nature of the findings. and the difficulty generalizing (he 

results to other parts of the country, several important differences and trends were nored. 

Specifically. under comperition: (1) downsizing of the hospital secror has occurred much 

more rapidly with much Jarger lay-offs of registered nurses; (2) many hospitals are 

replacing registered nurses with unlicensed assislive personnel; (3) nurse managers are 

spending inordinate amounts of time drafting and negotiating managed. care contracts; 

and, (4) rhere has been a dramatic rise in rationing of hospiraJ services for patients in 

managed care groups. The aUlhor conclude!' by discussing the implications of these 

findings for national heallh care refonn. 
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Impacl of CompcUtion and Regulation on Nursing Care in Massachu.')ctts Hospitals 

A Report of Preliminary Findings 

I ntrod llction 


As a new administration in Washington is poised to propose reform of the 


American health care system, cosl-con(ainmem is receiving renewed attention. , 
I, 	

Constraining American health care costs is critical if resources are [0 be reallocated to the 

37 million Americans locked OUl of the health care system. Any new financing 

arrangement will huve a profound impact on hospitals where the bulk of the health care 

resources are spent Becl:IUse staff nurses are the backbone of the Jabor force in hospitals. 

changes in financing arrangements can have a profound impact on (he quality of nursing 

care. This article traces the relationship of regulatory and competitive financing models 

on staff nurses in Massachusetls. Massachusetts is all ideal laboratory to contrasl these 

two approaches as it has shifted from using regulatory controls during the 1980s to 
J., 	 competitive financing policies in the J9905. Results from surveys, forecasts, and pilot 

data conducted by the ltuthor in the 1980s on the quality of nursing care in Massachusetts 

hospitals will be compared wirh the results of a more recent pilot project using focus 

groups and individual interviews. 
Nursing Supply and Demand Under Prospective Payment 

During the J980s. four states (Maryland. Massachuserrs, New York, and New 

Jersey) established prospective payment programs that included Medicare and aU other' 

private health insurers (l). These all-payer regulated states were effective in slowing 

increases in hospital costs and insuring access to care (2), Three states (Massachusetts. 

New York and New]ersey) used pooled funds to reimburse hospitals for debts incurred 

to provide indigent care (3). Yel despite rhe Sllccess of these regulatory approaches jn 

insuring adequate access to care while constraining health care costs. currently. only 

Maryland continues to use an all-payer system. The fact that three states have 

abandoned or radically redesigned hospital financing toward more competitive models, 

suggests regulatory approaches are not viable cost-control mechanisms. Certainly the 

argument over which model is "better" in control.Jing costs while simulraneously 

mainraining qustiry of care is not new. However, largely absent from this debare is an 

analysis of how either approach affects staff nurses and the quality of patient care. 

Massachuseus is lhe only state where one can compare how financing models influence 

the delivery of nursing care ill acute care settings because of (he stark contrast in policies 

to control health care costs,. 

111 J 975. Massachusetts was by far the mosrexpensive state in the country to be 

sick: Massachusetts' hospital costs were 50 percent above the naliollal average; there 

were between 5,000 and 9,000 excess hospi,u.tl beds; and. the ratio of registered nurses 

http:hospi,u.tl
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and physicians to the popularion was the highest in the country. To constrain 

skyrocketing health care costs. Massachuseus enacted an all-payer prospective payment 

program in October 1982. Labeled Chapter 372 afrer rhe enacring legislation. hospital 

administrators anticipatcd sub marginal cash flows. Jack of capital for structural 

mainrenance and equipment, under milizalion and employee layoffs (4). Almost 

immediarely anecdotal repons in the press detailed the termination of specialized nursing 

services (5). Between 1982 and 1983. positions for registered nurscs only increased by .1 

percent (6). By 1984, approximarely 3,000 of the 145,000 jobs in hospitals had been cut 

and hospitals were generating savings ofberween $60 and $90 million a year (7). 

The impac[ Chapler 372 had on access and quality of care is controversial. A 

study by the Massachusetts Executive Office of Human Services stated that aggregate 

sUHewide data did not contradict the anecdotal evidence of increased transfers of 

uninsured patients to public hospitals. The report concluded that essentially Chapter 372 

"neither enhanced nor diminished" a hospital's willingness to care for Medicaid or 

Medicare patients (8). As for the impacl Chaprer 372 had on quality of patient care, a 

report by the Boston Foundation (9) concluded that there was no documented evidence 

[hat C. 372 adversely effected hospital care. However, many populations at risk, 

including the elderly, faced significant problems accessing primary health care and other 

outpatient services. 

During this time. a substitlltion trend begall to emerge that would continue 

throughout the J9805. Because the difference in salary between unlicensed nursing 

personnel, licensed practical nurses and registered nurses was so nalTOW, hospitals began 

to cut unlicensed nursing positions and increase registered nurse positions. From 1981 to 

1985. there was a 7.6 percent increase in registered nurse positions, and a 14.6 percent 

decline in licensed praCtical nurses' positions or ancillary personne1 () 0). Thus, for every 

2 unlicensed or L.P.N. positions cut, J registered nurse position was added. Similarly. 

for every two middle-management or nurse supervisor positions CUt, one associate 

director of nursing position was added. 

The study conducted by rhe author on the "Future of Nursing Education and 

Employment in Massachusetts" in 1985. concluded that prospccti ve payment was 

impacting nursing labor in two ways (1O). First, fla((ening me hierarchy in the nursing 

depal'lmem improved the quality of work life for staff nurses who felt more empowered 

and autonomous. Second, the mix of nursing staff shifted to an all R.N. model. 

Although there were fewer nursing personnel. the mix of staff was both efficient and cost

effective. Regisrered nurses were no longer accountable for supervising unlicensed 

personnel who changed jobs more frequently than registered nurses Hnd had a wide range 
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of clinical expertise and interest in (heir job. Research by Clifford (J J) and Christman 

(12) documented that by consolidating the patient's nursing care needs with registered 

nurses, the quality and cost-effectiveness of nursing care increased. turnover declined and 

the morale of the nursing staff greatly improved. 

In 1985, Massachusens lost its Medicare waiver and reimbursement became tied 

to Diagnostic-Related Groups (DRGs). All other payers inMassachusetts continued 

under a prospective payment program. The impact of DRGs on hospital workers was 

immediate and dramatic. During the first year and a half, lay-offs totaled 1.300 hospital 

workers (13). The most severely affected were LPNs and nurses' aides who sever!11 

hospital spokespeople predicted would be an "obsolete occupation in hospitals" by the 

end of the decade (13). A preliminary survey, conducted by the Massachusetts Nurses 

Association on the impact of DRGs. found that the severe cutbacks in ancillary personnel 

required nurses to spend much of their time doing non-nursing tasks such as getting 

supplies. answering phones or picking up dinner trays (14). 
.. 

Regulatory hospital financing mechanisms in place in the early 1980s had a clear 

dowilsizing effect on the numbers and mix of nursing personnel. lnitially, efforts toward 

reorganizing the delivery of nursing care according to a primary nursing model had Ii 

posilive impac[ on nursing care and job satisfaction. However, with the introduction of 

DRGs in the mid-1980s, there were additional cuts in ancillary personnel. Registered 

nurses performed far more nursing and non-nursing tasks with patients who were sicker 

and discharged faster than ever before. Nurses expressed intense frustration about 

performing these non-nursing tasks that removed [hem from the patient's bedside (14). 

A public hearing on ORGs sponsored by the Health Planning Council of Greater Boston 

und testimony from the Attorney General's Office confirmed that DRGs had an adverse 

impact on quality and access to care (15). 

Given the constant shortage of skilled nursillg personnel in long-term care it was 

presumed that unemployed LPNs and nurses aides would seek employment in nursing 

homes. However. few nursing staff made thjs transition. ]n a survey conducted in 

September 1986.90 percent of all Massachusetts nursing homes reported a shortage of 

nurses' aides creating "near crisis" conditions for both employees and residents (16). 

Lower wages. increased patient loads and acuity. coupled with staff shortages. were all 

blamed for de[erring nursing staff previously employed in hospitals from seeking 

positions in long-term care (13). 

The failure of LPNsI:Illd nurses' aides to make the transition from acute-care 

settings to long-term care facilities has implications for the anticipated need to transition 

registered nurses from hospitals to more comnlullity based seuings under managed 
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competItIon. Clearly. if the economic and professional incentives tire insufficient, 

unemployed hospital workers will avoid alternarive employment opportunities in other 

sectors of health care delivery. As the health care system is restructured, it is important to 

remember that simply retraining displaced staff nurses will not guarantee there will be an 

adequate labor supply to mee( the increasing demands in community care. Cyclical labor 

shortages of staff nurses in hospitals provides ample evidence that when salaries and 

professional rey,rards are inadequate. nurses will withdraw from the labor market. 

By May 1987, two years later than the rest of the country, Massachusetts hospitals 

faced a critical shortage of registered nurses. In a survey of 63 Massachusetts hospitals. 

the Massachusens HospitaJ Association found that 70 percent had RN vacancy rates that 

exceeded 10 percent and over 25 percent had vacancy rates more than 15 percent (17). 

The highesr registered nurse vacancies were in skilled nursing or in areas that provided 

care to the aged such as medical-surgical units and acute rehabilitation unir$ (17). Most 

hospitals used scheduling innovations (52.4%) and special salary l,pgrades (46%) as a 

ways to retain nurses. Although rhe Massachusetts Hospital Association acknowledged 

that salary and working conditions were key ingI:ediems to retaining registered nurses. 

they argued that CO$t-containment programs -- primarily DRGs -- severely limited the 

amount of salary improvements (hey could offer nursing staffs. 

Financial data refute the argumenl pm forch by hospital administrators that 

limited financial resources severely constrained their ability to upgrade nurses' salaries. 

Cettainly the hospital financing formula in place between 1982 and] 987 created strong 

incentives for hospitals to reduce the volume and intensity of services. However, profits 

realized by Massachusetts hospi tals increased from $62 million in 1981 to $127 million j n 

1986 (18). The Rate Setting Commission report concluded that despite declines in 

patient volume. "the financial position of the industry under current regulation is su-ong 

and generally improving" (18). The artificial depression of nurses' salaries after (he 

introduction of DRGs appeared to stem more from the perception of hospital 

administrators that there needed to be more belt-tightening as hospital utilization 

declined rather than actual fiscal constrainrs. 

Anecdotal newspaper repofls indic81ed that the nursing shonage was having a 

"chilling effect" on the quality of care delivered in Massachusells hospimls (19). Boston 

City Hospital remporarily closed understaffed wards and other hospilals were diveni.ng 

ambulances to other emergency rooms. One nurse. working in It Boston hospital noted 

thal she "goes down a list doing what's most important to get done and hoping to God you 

don't make a mistake" (19). In the face of these conditions, the Boston Redcve)opmenr. 

Amhority did a study of (he health manpower needs of Boston hospitals and found thut in 

http:diveni.ng
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Boston alone. there would be a need for an additional 1,381 nurses by 1992 (20). At the 

same time. the MassachusellS Board of Registration in Nursing reponed that from 1983 to 

1987 the number of graduates of nursing programs was down 25.9 percent and 

admissions dec1ined by 39.8 percent (21). By 1987, the combination of tight regulations 

on hospital COStS al both the federal and state level created a severe depression in nursing 

salaries and a concomitant rise in the vacancy rate to 10.9%. 

Between 1987 and 1991 stale regulations in Massachusetts governing the 

reimbursement formula were reversed and hospitals were given a 100% volume 

variabiliry. Representatives of the Massachusetts Hospital Association were successful ill 

lobbying for an additional $95 million for low cost hospitals and Ii Medicare "shortfall 

fund" equaling $70 million. The Massachusetts Nurses Association had lobbied for a 

wage pass-through for nurses since prospective payment financing began in 

Massachusetts in 198 L The severe labor shortage prompted state officials to include Ii 

wage pass-through for direct care providers in its new hospital financing bill enacted in 

1987. Also included was a surcharge of .15% on the hospital bed rate to fund a Labor 

Shorrage Initiative targeting minorities and second career individuals who sought 

employment and training in areas where there were critical shortages of hospital 

personnel. 

Revisions in the hospital financing formula and the wage pass-rhrough had a 

substantial impact upon nurses' salaries. Until 1988, hospitlils were content [0 hold 

nursing salary increases to 5 to 10 percent -- roughly the equivalent of inflation. In a 

remarkable turnabout, hospitals begun granting increases of up [0 30 percent, and added 

incelHives such as daycare and more flexible schedules (2] ,22). Between 1987 and 19.89 

nurses' salaries doubled from $26,200 to $45,000. Simultaneously, the vacancy rale was 

cut in half from 1O.9%{0 5.8%. Consistent with these trends, nursing enmllments for the 

fa111989 semesterreOOunded by 5.9 percent·- the first increase reported since 1984 (23). 

In 1989,927 staff nurses in Massachusetts hospitals responded 10 a lO--:pllge 

questionnaire that measured a variety of factors related to nursing CMe (24). The sample 

represented a wide array of staff nurses working in hospitals across Massachusetts. The 

most significant change prospective payment had upon nursing practice was an increased 

emphasis on documentation in the patient chan and patient teaching. Although tlie ratio 

of registered nurses to patients and the number of available nurses had remained aOOm the. 

same, nurses felt (he demands of the work schedule had increased. The increased 

demands on the nursing staff were associated with added responsibilities that were 

previously assumed by LPNs or nurses' aides and increased patient acuity. Despite the 
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increased demands on nurses, overaJl. nurses felt that the quality of patient care had 

remained about the same (25). 

Regulation clearly forced the hospital industry in Massachusetts to downsize 

during the 19805. II is important to note that the Clctual numbcr of hospitals closing or 

merging was gradual -- approximately one to two It year across the entire decade. When 

large loss of registered nurse positions did occur, it was associated with the closurcs of 

hospitals. Lay-offs were sporadic and tended to involve less than 50 registered nurses. 

Although there was an acute labor shortage of registered nurses in the mid-1980s, overall' 

the number of registered nurse positions decreased gradually over the decade from a high 

of 23,039 in 1980 to 2] ,096 in 1991. Declines in RN vacancy rates from a high of 10.1 % 

in 1988 to a low of 2.1 % in 1991. coincided with a decrease in demand for registered 

nurses as well as marked improvements in nursing salaries (26). 

Competition as a Model to Constrain Hospital COSts 

By the end of the] 980s. the change in the hospital volume incentives triggered a 

dramatic increase in costs. Between 1987 and 1989, Massachusetts hospital costs rose by 

23.4% -- compared to J8.8% nationwide. and 10.2% in the previous two years (27). The 

backlash that ensued splintered the Massachusetts Hospital Association. labor. and the 

insurance industry into various facrions (28). The failure of key players in the health 

care arena to agree on a cost-effective reguJar.oryapproach to hospital financing. 

burgeoning costs. and a looming state deficit, prompted one frustrated state .official to 

say: "I favor putting the scorpions in the same bottle. and letting them fight it out" (29). 

Insurers in Massachusetts complained that historically they each competed 

according to different rules and there was 8. concerted effort to finally "level the playing 

field". Throughout the 1980s, health maintenance organizations (HMOs) were allowed 

through state law 10 negotiate unlimited disc.ounts with Massachusetts h.ospitals while {he 

discount rate between Blue Cross, the insurer of last reson, and (he commercial insurers 

was fixed at 7.5%. HMOs negotiated huge disc.ounts with Massachusetts hospitals 

averaging berween 15 and 20 percent. Because .of their clear price advantage, the HMO 

share of the Massachuseus insurance market grew from 3% in 1980 to almost 37% iu 

]993. 

Under Chapler 495 enacted in December 1991. all insurers were given unlimited 

authorit.y to negotiate discounts with Massachusetts hospit.als. In a letter t.o Slate 

Iegisilnors, Govemor Weld described Chapler 495 as, "emphasizing managed carc .. and 

encouraging payers and providers co control costJ by negotiating mutually beneficial 

payment arrangement!,>" Chapter 495 also included a systematic charge cap based 011 

I 
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case mix and disproportionate share differem;es raeher than a hospital's historic level of 

costs. 

Since the enactment of Chapter 495. (1 Massachusetts hospitals have either dosed 

or merged and the Massachusetts Hospital Associationanricipl'ues an additional 5 (06 

hospirals will close in the next 12 months. Over 1,000 registered nurses have been laid

off, many repJaced by unlicensed personnel. In the teaching hospitals where nurses in 

advanced practice are among the highest paid hospital workers, there has been a 

substitution with less expensive providers such as medical residents or social workers. In 

effect. the downsizing and labor loss that has occurred under 18 months of competition is 

roughly equivalent to what typically transpired over a 5 year period under regulation. A 

critical difference is that the lay-offs are in far greater numbers and they occur much more 

precipitously than the lay·offs of registered nurses in the 19805. 

Under competition. there has been a rapid decline in hospital volume. Data from 

the Massachusetts Hospital Association show that between 1991 and 1992, [he total 

number ofparient days decreased by 2.6%. Nine Massachusetts hospitals were 

particularly hard~hit with volume declines of between 10 to ] 4.99%, and another 26 

hospitals reported declines of between 5 and 9.9%. Since January ]993, the decline in 

the toml number of patient days has doubled to 6%. Clearly, compecirion has resulted in 

far fewer hospital admissions and a substantial decrease in the length of stay. 

Predictably, the severe decline in hospital volume has been accompanied by a 

concomitant decrease in the demand for staff nurses in Massachusetts hospitals. 

In essence, competition has adversely effected staff nurses in Massachusetts 

hospitals because of two trends triggered by managed care. First, the demand for staff 

nurses has rapidly decreased as hospitals have fewer patients who are discharged faster 

than ever before_ Secondly,staff nurses and n.urses in advanced practice are being 

replaced in record numbers by less expensive personnel as hospitals auempt to hold down 

their labor costS to improve their competitive advantage. Those hospitals who can not 

hold down costs, are those who lose managed care contracts and are quickly threatened 

with large revenue losses. 

Resean;h Design 

In February 1993, the author began a pito[ project to detennine how nursing care 

in acute-care hospitals and in Slate nnd private psychiatric facilities had been affected 

since the implementation of competitive models of hospitals financing in 1991. Ten 

foclls groups were conducted in three sites across Massachusetts. The participants in nine 

of the focus groups were Unit Chairpeople, (the leadership of the coi1eclive bargaining 

units represented by the Massachusetts Nurses Association). One focus group was with 
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member!> of the Cabinet of Nursing Administmtioll at the Massachusetts Nurses 


Association. Other interviews with nurse administrators were obtained though 


convenience sampling. 


A total of 29 heahh care professionals p3flicipated in (he study, each from a 

different Massachusetts hospital. The average age of the participants was 45 (M= 45.1, 

S.D.== 7.5). Most of the nurses had a baccalaureate or higher degree (58.4%), were 

working full·time (65.5%) and had been a regisfered nurse for 20 years (M= 20.6, 

S.D.=9.4). Most were staff nurses (44.8%), 27.5% were nurse administrators. 13.7% 

were assistant or head nurses and 13.7% were nurses or other heallh care professionals 

who worked in .various clinical specialties such as psychology or llledicine. his 

important to note that the nurses in this study had been working at {heir present hospital 

an average of 15 years (M=15.0. S.D.=7.6). Because nurses in this study worked at their 

present hospital during the 1980s, they were able to compare and contrast the effects of 

regulation and competition on nursing care from a consistent frame of reference. 

The size of the hospital where the pnrricipants worked was evenly divided among 

hospitals with 300 or more beds (24.1 %), beds between 200-299 (34.5%). and 100-199 

beds (24.] %) with a smalJ number of nurses working in hospitals with between 50 and 99 

beds (6.9%). Almost equal numbers of respondents worked in teaching (51.7%) and 

non-teaching hospitals (48.3%) and almost equal numbers of nurses worked in hospitals 

located in urban (44.8%) and suburban (4] .4%) areas with the remaining respondents 

working in hospitals located in rural parts of Massachusetts (10.3o/(). The distribution of 

the hospitals is important because it is theorized thar competition will be most intense in 

geographic areas where hospitals are clustered together. 

Participation at some of [he focus groups was sparse because of severe weather. 

Follow-up telephone interviews to non-participants wereconduc[ed by the principal 

investigator and two research assistants. Convenience sampling of nurses administrators 

was used to increase the number and representativeness of nurse managers in the study. 

The interview pro[ocol for both the focus groups and the telephone interviews was the 

same. Interviews averaged thirty minutes _. some were as long as two hours. others as 

short. as 10 minutes. Tape recordings and hand written notes were taken during each 

interview and focus group. Debriefings bet ween the research assistants and [he princip~ll 

investigator occurred after each focus group. During the debriefing. impressions. 

interpretations. and clarification of the information shared by the participates was 

reviewed, discussed and noted. Similarly. the principalinvestigator reviewed tape· 

recorded telephone interviews and hand-written notes conducted by the research 

assistants. 
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Resuhs 

Several trends regarding the demand for hospital services were consistently noted 

by all participants. First, nnrses noted lhal there has been a marked decrease in the 

patient census which is supported by the volume declines documented by the 

Massachusetts Hospital Association. Nurses attribute the decline in volume to two 

factors: (l) failure of their hospital to successfully secure managed care contracts; and. 

(2) improved medical technology which has hastened patient's recovery from a variety of 

medical procedures. For example. one nurse from a hospital in western Massachusetts 

noted that hospitailreats approximately 50 to 60 patients in day surgery and plans are 

underway to double that capacity. Fairly typical is the response of 1.1 nurse from a 

teaching hospital in Boston who noted that because (he hospital lost its bid for a 

Medicaid managed care contract, its pediatric psychiatric unit will close. A small number 

of nurses reported that the hospital where they work may merge with another facility, 

however no nurses in the study stated that their hospital faced imminent closure. 

It is important to note. that in the nurses' view, downsizing of (he hospital sector is a 

function of incentives in the financing model as well as advances in medical treatment 

that facilitate rapid recuperation and discharge. Thus some of the declines in hospital 

volume probab1y would have occurred regardless of the financing model. 

From the staff nurses' perspective, competition has accelerated some of the 

inefficiencjes in the health care delivery system. Several staff nurses stated that beds are 

being kept open on underutilized units. (such as pediatrics). to maintain certification and 

auract managed care contracts. As pressures to economize escalate under competition, 

nurses are frustrated by the inappropriate allocation of the hospital's scarce financial 

resour<;;es or the failure of hospital administrators to heed suggestions by nursing staff. 

Inappropriate purchase of supplies and the lack of productivity of ancillary staff are two 

of [he most. frequent complaints cited by staff nurses regarding hospital inefficiencies. 

In two ilistances, hospirals in serious financial difficulty were upgrading the physical 

plant in a deliberate effort (0 improve the hospital's image while simultaneously cutting 

nursing positions. Although such aesthetic improvements have little relationship to 

quality, they are a powerful marketing [001 that hospitals hope will give them additional 

leverage when negotiating managed care conrracts. 

In all the interviews, nurses note that the acuity level of patients has greatly 

increased while [he ratio ofregistered nurses (0 patients has dec1ined. Specifically. 

nurses in reaching hospilals repof( that the ratios in ICUs have doubled from one 

registered nurse to one patient. to one registered nurse for two patients. Staff nurses in 

teaching hospitals perceive a 1:2 nurse/patient ratio liS reasonable and anticipate no 
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adverse impact on patient care. However, in community hospitals. staff nurses report 

1:3 or I: 4 nurse-patient ratios in ICUs and are adamant that such changes have adversely 

impacted the quality of patient care. Although there is considerable hospital to hospital 

variability in tenns of actual numbers of registered nurses on general medical-surgical 

units, nurses consistently report that there are fewer registered nurses responsible for 

providing care to greater numbers of patients. 

From the staff nurses' perspective. changes in the number and mix of nursing 

personnel will actually increase hospital costs. Because of insufficient registered nurses 

011 general medical-surgical units, fre<luently patients are transferred to the ICU or step

down units. Short-staffing rhe less costly general medical-surgical floor has therefore had 

the perverse effect of increasing transfers to the most costly units in the hospital. Where 

nurses in discharge planning or continuing care have been replaced by less costly social 

workers, staff nurses claim that incomplete or inappropriate assessments of patients' 

medical and nursing care needs bave resulted in increased. recidivism. 

Most nurses report that hospitals are replacing nurses with unlicensed assistive 

personnel or registered nurses from a float pool or per diem agency. Although the use of 

unlicensed assistive personnel and per diem nurses may generate shon-term savings for 

hospitals, in the long-term it could be anticipated that the fragmentation and high turnover 

inherent in such staffing could add costs. One staff nurse noted thnt, "Per diems only get 

two day of orientation to work in an lCU even if they've never had to work in a unit". 

The use of supplemental nurses is considered fiscally sound so long as the number of 

such personnel never eKceed 30 percent of the total positions in the nursing department 

(30). However, staff nurses believe hospitals are relying more heavily on float or per 

diem staff to save money on benefits and provide more flexible scheduling. "They Clln 

call them 5 minutes before the shift -is supposed to start and tell them not to come in if the 

census is down". 

Staff nurses uniformly felt it was inappropriate to delegate professional nursing 

responsibilities to uillicensed assistive personnel (UAP). Typical was the response of a 

staff nurse in a teaching hospital who nOled that the UAPs are only required to have a 

high school diploma and six weeks of training and perform such nursing procedures as 

suctiolling vented patients and drawing bloods. Complaints aboul the UAPs fall into twO 

categories -- "Ihey do (00 much", or "they do nothing a( aU", Several nurses stated that 

the UAPs are unproductive, "warch T.V:', have to be constantly supervised. and turnover 

quickly. Conversely other nurses note instances where the UAP performed duties dearly 

not within their responsibilities such liS intubating palients or giving medication. Inone 

instance a respondent noted that ull the nursing staff in an leu simply refused to delegate 
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any nursing functions to a UAP and eventually the hospital administrators removed the 

UAP from the unit. 

Interestingly, a consistent pattern emerged differentiating these changes in staffing 

ratios between community and teaching hospitals. Staff nurses in community hospitals 

consistently dated the downsizing and replacement of registered nurses with less skilled 

and less costly personnel to 1989, while nurses in the reaching hospitals dated the onset of 

soch changes to 1993. Nurses in the community hospitals litrribute the earlier economic 

pressure on communiry hospitals to a change in the Medicare reimbursement formula for 

graduate medical education which occurred in ]989. Although at that time teaching 

hospitals were given a different reimbursement rate for graduare medical education, 

officials at the Massachusetts Rate Serring Conunission question whether this financing 

change prompted community hospitals to aggressively constrain labor costs. A more 

plausible explanation is that under Chapter 23, teaChing hospitals were given considerable 

larir.ude in their hospital caps, while conversely, the caps on community hospitals were 

severely constniined. The timing of the cutS and substitution effects is imponnnr because 

it would appear that regulatory changes were largely responsible for the changes in 


number and mix of nursing staff in community hospitals. while the changes in staffing 


patterns in teaching hospitals was effected more by competitive or market forces. 


Nurses consistently stared that under competition the quality of patient care has 

been adversely effected. Specifically, nurses cite tlie pressure to discharge patients 

quickly as increasing recidivism and infections among patients who are medically 

unstable nre discharged with poor or inadequate after-care. Further. because managed 

c[tre groups seck to negotiate the least costly services from y~ar to year, subscribers may 

be forced to frequently change physicians and hospitals. The discondnuity of care that 

has resulted from such practices is a major problem dted by nurses that simply did not 

exist under regulatory approaches to hospital fintmcing. One nurse noted that, "it's a mess 

... there is no continuity of care. I know we wouldn't have had to admit him (a patient) 

five times in three mOlllhs". Although managed care purportedly will improve continuity 

of care, many nurses note just the opposite happens. "We have to send patients where 

MHMA has a contrnct Patients have to go 60 to 7S miles away for care. No one is 

making connections, the care is very fragmented". 

Advocates of managed care believe that subscribers will be cost-conscious and 

quaHty sensirive consumers. However, a significant number of nurses stated that family 

and patient complaints about inadequate care have greatly increased over (he past two 

years. While acknowJedging there are a lot of patient and family complaints one nurse 

belated noted: 
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.. There's just no time. h re!:llly bothers me ... [he lack of nursing care. In the 
past two years it's just getling worse and worse because they keep cutting 
nursing staff'. 

A Unit Chairperson in another community hospital recalled thut nurses were so 

understaffed on one of the medic&J-surgical units they were tdaging care and not giving 

pluienrs baths. Hospital administrators were not responsive to the pleas of nurses for 

more staff so physicians began to order bcdbaths for their patients. Writing an order for 

a bedbath obviously didn't solve the problem .- in fact it just increased animosity 

between the doctors and the nurses. Finally. complaints by patients and their families 

reached the Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees responded by establishing a 

committee for nurses to infonn rhe Tmstees and physici&ns 800m problems with nursing 

C(lre within the hospital. To date the nursing staff comp]ement remains unchanged. 

Nurses in middle or upper management who were interviewed expressed intense 

frustration over the exorbitant amount of rime [hey spend drafring and negotiating 

managed care contracts. Nurses in advance practice in hospitals are under increasing 

pressure by managed care groups to document the cost·effectiveness of nursing 

outcomes. yet few have the time or resources to conduct such studies. While advocates 

argue lha( competition will force hospirals to enhance quality of care, in the absence of 

widely accepted outcome measures, one Director of Nursing noted that "quality of care 

decisions are based only on money". These additional administrative demands are felt 

most acutely by nurse managers or clinical specialists in community hospitals or state 

owned und operated facilities. Entire cadres of specialized personnel appear to assume 

these new responsibilities in the teaching hospitals in Massachusetts. 

When discussing the issue of layingaoff large numbers of staff nurses, nurse 

mimagers portray thenise1ves as forced into draconian action and use "war-like" 

analogies when describing the relationship of the hospital to managed care groups. 

Typical was the response of one Director of Nursing who stated she, "took a great deal of 

heat" but that she, "did what r had to do to save the hospital". "Baules" are waged 

between [he hospital and insurers to get patient's necessary services. "Tough fights" 

erupr around the negoriarion of managed care contructs and the "casualties" are jobs in the 

nursing department Nurse managers are exuberant when they have "won" a managed 

care contract. Other~ nurse managers. faced with growing hospital deficils and 

additional cuts in their department. are apprehensive, emotionally drained and, in some 

cases. have left nursing administrarion. 

Both staff nurses and nurse &dministrators are troubled by the apparent 

contradictory effecrs competition has had on hospital costs. Some nurses finnly believe 
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that managed care contracting has had the perverse effect of actually increasing costs. 

"We have to put patients in cabs to go to approved sites that Inc miles away. The cab 

drivers wait. How can that control costs?" Several nurses from Boston area hospitals 

noted the wastefulness of obstetrkal units opening in two Boston teaching hospitals 

while existing obstetrical beds remain underutilized. A nurse administrator in a rural 

hospital related an incident where the hospital was requesting counseling for the children 

and husband of a young mother dying of cancer. The HMO would pay for only one 

counseling session and informed the hospital it could be before or after the mother died. 

The hospital. facing a 2 million dollar debt. nonetheless provided all the counseling the 

family needed both before and after the mother's death -- and simply absorbed the cost. 

The competitive pressures upon hospitals have had a devaslating impac{ on 

morale in nursing departments across the state. Regardless of the nurses' position in the 

hospital hierarchy or the length of their employment. all.the nurses inteIViewed expressed 

considerable anxiety over their job security. These responses are in marked contrast to 

research conducted by the author in the ]9805 when nurses voiced little concern about 

potemially loosing their job. A nurse in a community hospital stated bluntly, "Nurses' 

morale is horrible. Nurses don't feel they can do a good job in our hospital". 

Interestingly, the uncertainty and anxiety about a hosphal's very survival appears 

to have tWO opposite effects. Either the staff nurses nod hospital administrators be<.:ome 

embirrered and polarized. or in mrer situations directly involving patients, both groups 

coalesce to fight the "managed care" enemy. Both staff nurses and nurse managers 

seriously question the cost·effecdveness of prematurely discharging patients who simply 

return in a more compromised medical state. As one staff nurse noted: 

"Nursing administration is just as powerless as the staff nurses. Hospitals are a 
business now. To run a business you have to run a profit. Nurses are so exhausted 
and burnt-out they can't work. Administration doesn't care as long as there's a 
body there. That's what's out there for the little community hospital", 

More typically, staff nurses "pull together" though collective bargaining to "take stands" 

in opposition to hospital administrators. While acknowledging their overwhelming odds, 

staff nurses frequently find strength in "getting in touch" Wilh their "personal" and 

"collective power". Older nurses lire heanened by the renewed involvement of their 

younger counterparts in collective bargaining and their energetic interest in the overall 

operation of the hospital. Currently. staff nurses are engaged in job actions at six 

Massachusetts hospitals. At no time under regulatory approaches to hospital financing 

were so many job actions by registered purses simuhaneous)y taking place. 

From the perspective of slaff nurses, high hospital costs are roo led in 

administrative waste and the intensity of medical care. Nurses citel:1 nllll1ber of reasons 
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ho:::pilal co:::ts have escalated out of control including: increased documentation required 

to jwaify continuing a patient's hospitalization; shoddy fiscal planning; and, poor 

management. Interestingly, nurses in community hospitals were more critical of 

physicians ordering and perfonning unnecessary procedures thall their counterparts in 

(eaching hospitals. In pan this may be a function of the quality of the professional 

relationship between physicians and staff nurses. Staff nurses in community hospitals 

were more apt to complain of feeling powerless in their negotiations with physicians than 

staff nurses in teaching hospitals. A nurse in a community hospilal summed up these 

sentiments: 

"They should lake a look a[ the amou!lt of money spent on 90 year old patients 
on a full vent and full code. I've pm N/G wbes down patient who didn't want it 
who knew they were going to die. Nurses don't have any alHonomy or power 
to say to doctors enough!" 

Discussion 

The impacl of prospective paymenr and DRGs on Massachusetts hospitals may 

bes,t be described as a slow squeeze. Under regulation. the Massachuseus Rate Setting 

Commission set revenues and formulas and hospitals could anticipate a stable, albeit 

restricted. income. During the 19805. the number of registered nurse positions in 

Massachusetts hospitals slowly declined by roughly 2,000 full-time jobs; approximarely 

1 to 2 hospitals closed or merged each year; and, the number of beds in Massachusetts per 

1,000 population dropped below the national average (27). The downsizing and 

concomitant loss of nursing positions begun under prospective payment have continued 

under competition with one imponam difference -- these effects occur more quickly, are 

hurder to anticipate, and are greatly intensified. In the past two years, (he Massachusetts 

Nurses Association estimates over 1,000 registered nurses have lost their jobs, five 

hospitals have closeOoi merged and the Massachusens Hospital Association anticipates 

another 5 to 6 hospitals will close or merge in the next 6 months. 

The rapid pace of the downsizing and loss of hospital jobs is related to some 

factors inherent in competition, and others unique to Massachusetts. Under any managed 

care arrangemem, hospitals can anticipate substantial declines in patient days. When 

managed care groups are allowed to negotiate unlimited discounts. both purchasers and 

providers aggressively attempt to hold down costs. In Massachusetts. managed care 

groups have penetrated 40% of the health insurance market -- the second highest in the 

nation. Because managed care groups have captured close to half of the subscriber pool. 

insurers wield considerable market po\\'er nnd have become notorious for driving hard 

bargains with the hospitals. Hospitals have no guarantee they will keep their managed 

care contracts, fill their beds, and maintain their revenues. Downsizing of hospitals is 
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difficulr (0 anticipate because thc number of potential patienrs varies significantly 

depending upon the year to year success of the hospital in securing managed care 

contracts. Where hospitals in MassAchusetts are concentrated in a particular location. [he 

effects have been particularly severe. 

The uncertainty creates tremendous anxiety in the system and hospitals. to 

improve their competitive advantage cmd realize immedia(e savings, have targeted labor 

costs. Will the job loss experienced by registered nurses in Massachuseus be replicated 

across the nation under managed competition'! The number of beds in Massachusetts 

hospitals per 1,000 population is below the national average. so the current downsizing is 

not u function of ridding the system of ex.cess capaciry. One might anticipate that in 

states with greater hospital capacity than Massachusetts. the number of hospitals forced 

to close or merger may surpass Massachusetts. However, two factors -- the greater 

numbers of health care professionals than the national average, and high infiltration of 

managed care groups .- may make (he job loss in Massachuserrs more acute. Even 

allowing managed care groups considerable competitive advantages. it took] ayears for' 

HMOs in Massachusetts to penetrate almost half of the inSlIntnCe market. Limited 

penetration by managed care groups in olher states could be a significant mitigating factor 

slowing the impact of managed competition. 

Clearly, competition is ratcheting down hospital capacity and employment in the 

hospital sector but has there been a concomitant decrease in costs? This.pilot project did 

nOl attempt to measure the ability of competition to constrain hospital costs as compared 

to regulatory approaches. One indicator that managed care groups bave had a significanr. 

impact on constraining costs is that for the first time in a decade, premium increases will 

be in the single-digits (3 J). However. as stated previously, nurses identified several 

instances where they felt competition had a contradictory affect on costs. Some practices 

that may escalate costs include: the opening of redundant and unnecessary services; the 
-

continuation of only marginally functional services; and, an escalation in the number of 

non-direct care personnel and resources devoted to rationing patient care and negotiating 

managed care contracts. 

Theoretically. the free-market should reward the most cos{-effective providers, 

nnd weed out costly competitors. However, in Massachusetts it appears the opposite is 

occurring. To date, hospitals that have closed or merged have been the cost-efficient 

community hospitals while the costly, medically intensive teaching hospitals are 

tlggressively maneuvering to strengthen their control of the managed care market (32.33). 

Recently, five of the Harvard-'lffilialed teaching hospitals agreed on the unprecedented 

nction of forming a "mega-hospital nelwork" to compcte for patients (34). In 1992. 
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operating income for the 12 teaching hospitals in Boston totaled close to $100 million -

the highest in nine years (33). These trends suggest that in a free-market. the hospitals 

who survive are not necessarily the most cosl-effective. 

Proponents of managed competition fervently argue that COlHracts will be awarded 

on the basis of cost and quality (35). However. in the absence of widely recognized 

quality outcomes, it is inescapable that cost becomes the overriding factor when awarding 

and negotiating managed care contracts. At some future date should data become 

available regarding quaHty of care outcomes. presumably the quality of care vacuum 

currently in place in Massachusetts would ease to exist and there would be more 

measured consideration of the impact on patient care. In the interim. it is undeniable that 

the overriding factor governing the direction and distriburion of hospital care in 

MassachusellS is cost. Similarly, it seems absurd for proponents of managed competition 

to claim managed care groups will give e<lual consideration to quality factors when no 

such widely accepted measures exist. 

In a vacuum of quality measures, the driving force behind managed care -- the 

rationing or denial of hospital services -- continues unencumbered. It is the perception of . 

lhe nurses in this study that competition for 1H<lllaged C!!Ie contracts has increased 

premnture discharges. recidivism. and denial of services. Although theoretically 

managed care should improve continuity of cure, nurses in the study believe that just the 

opposite has occurred. Specifically. because managed care groups seek from year to year 

to find the leust costly cure for their subscribers, patients have to change providers more 

often {hen under regulatory models of hospital financing. Access LO care becomes 

problematic when patients have to travel increased distances LO approved sites and 

physicians. Reponsby nurses of an increase in patient and family complaints lend 

credence to the nurses'perceptions. The experiences of nurses in the pilot project SUppolt 

(he views of ReIman (36) that the cost- conscious policies by private insurance companies 

have distorted altruistic concerns for a concern for (he bOHom line. However, only with 

larger quantitative studies will there be a definitive answer to the question of whether 

quality of care is compromised under managed care contracting. 

Implications of Findings for Na(ional Heahh Cnre Refonn 

The experience of Massachusetts under rcgulatory financing mechanisms was n<;>t 

identical to the five other stalcs who used prospective payment to control hospital costs in 

the 1980s. Nor can it be assumed that if managed competition becomes a national 

financing model. staff nurses in hospitals across the country will all experience effects 

equivalent to nurses in Massachusetts. While acknowledging state to state variations in 

terms of the intensity and distribution of health care services. consistent trends did 
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emerge among the states using regulation. particularly asit related to the supply and 

demand of nursing personnel. Similarly, it is reasonable to assume that some 

commonalries would transcend state to state variations under competition. 

Chapter 495 in MassachusclLS and managed competition have key features in 

commoll. Both promote the development of managed care groups lind allow insurers the 

authority to negotiate unlimited discounts with providers (37, 38). Both set it ceiling on 

hospital costs either through a cap, (as is in the case of Chapter 495). or nationally 

through global budgets and perhaps wage and price controls. These are the central 

elements which nurses in this pilot project associated with rapid changes in the quality of 

patient care Rnd precipitous declines in the numbers and mix of nursing staff in 

Massachusetts hospitals. Already, other industrialized states who are anticipating 

managed competition. are laying-off si$oificam numbers of registered nurses and 

replacing them with unlicensed assistive personnel (39). 

The model of managed competition envisioned in a national health care plan 

would include regional health alliances to oversee the financing and disseminate 

information regarding quality. In it's purest definition, managed competition has never 

been test~d for its ability to constrain costs, or to determine how quality and access to 

care may be adversely effected. Conversely, effects on cost, quality and access have 

been thoroughly evaluated in other industrialized countries with national health insurance 

and in states who have had success with other models such as regulation (Maryland) and 

"payor play" (Hawaii). Studies conducted on the experience of selective contracting in 

California demonstrate measurable cost-containment. but still no good evidence of the 

effects on quality of care (40). Several studies in California have reported serious 

probJems related to access health care seIVices (4] ,42). A report on price-competitive 

health plans in Minneapo1is-St. Paul identified many of the snme inefficiencies cited by 

staff nurses in the pilot project (43). 

Although the Massachusetts model is not idcnricalto managed competition, it the 

absence of any evaluative research, it is prudent to carefully examine the experience in 

Massachusetts with regard 10 quality, access and the cost of hospital care. It seems 

reasonable to assume that some of the changes in hospital care orticulalcd by nurses in 

(his pilot study, would occur under n national model structured according to the· 

principles espoused by the proponents of managed competition (37, 38). In light of 

anticipaled loss of registered nurse positions in hospitals. since the spring of 1993, the 

author has made several recommendati.ons to the American Nurses Association (44). 

The author has urged the American Nurses Association to lobby for federal 

policies which wou1d establish retraining and relocation programs for displaced hospiUlI 
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workers. Retraining und redeployment programs will assist nurses facing job loss to 

rransifion primary clire settings where there may be anticipated increased demand for 

nursing personnel. In addition, regulations need to be devised regarding pre notification 

of lay-offs. continuation of health and HI V disability insurance and the esrablishment of 

hospital conversion boards. Policies regarding conversion boards and lay-off language 

were enacted in Massachusetts under Chapter 23 and wjIl be essential to assist the large 

numbers of highly educated and trained hospital workers who will be facing job loss and 

communities where the hospital may be the primary source of employment. 

It is also important to acknowledge that with competition there is a threat to under 

serve patients and it is necessary to have more regulations to maintain quality and access 

to care. Regulations to slow down the pace of downsizing, such as placing a ceiling on 

the discount rate insurers can negotiate with providers, will rein in the cut-throat 

competition that has pitted hospitals against. each other and precipifared rapid declines in 

hospital revenues. Further. there must be some regulltfOry mechanism to protect hospitals 

that are sole providers or provide a high percenrage of uncompensated care who are at a 

competitive disadvantage. Theoretically, if national health care reform includes universnl 

coverage this issue will be m~ot. But if there are gaps, especially for the underinsllred, 

some mechanism must be in place to provide reimbursement 10 hospitals and maintain 

necessary services. Otherwise there will be a marked increase in patient dumping and 

public. city or nonprofit hospitals who serve large numbers of indigent patients will be 

incapable of competing under a national financing model designed under managed 

competition. 

No health care financing model -- either regulation, competition or some 

combination -- is without flaws. Nor is it reasonable to assume that even the most 

carefully crafted policy"will survive the political vicissitudes of Congress after special 

interest groups, intemon preserving their own economic self-interest., intercede. It is 

incumbent upon those who analyze policy and those who enact it, to antiCipate some of 

the unintended effects of public policies and put in place mechanisms that will protect 

those individuals who are most vulnerable. If administrative waste and the intensity of 

medical care are not directly targeted as a means to hold down health care COStS, than it is 

inevitable that cost savings will be realized by cutting labor or rationing care. Surely no

one can advocate for a refonn where the pernicious effects are felt most intensely by 

patients who seek care, and those who provide if. 
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Assessment 

Assessment: interpretation 

Assessment: data collection 


Planning 

Planning: individual patient 

Planning: group of patients/unit 


Physical treatments and care 

Medication 

AD.L 

Other 


Psychosocial/teaching (patient and family) 

Documentation 

Evaluation 

Environmental 

Unit Activities Oncludes staff education) 
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UIC The ~niversity of Illinois 
at Chicago 

Department 01 Nursing (MIC 80S) 
University 01 IDinois Hospital and Clinics 
1740 West Taylor Street. Suite lsoa 
Chicagc.lllinois 60612 
(312) 996-3740 

October 16, 1992 

TO: 	 Operations Improvement 
Patient Care Task Force, Care Delivery Mode4 Subgroup 
Joyce Roberts, CON 
Gail WilrlafTlSon, COM 
Vi Kunkle. 8 West 
Kathleen Larke, EEl. UI 
Sheni, WiDis, 8 E Psych 
LuIa Greer, 4 West 
Ger; Kentgen, Grad. Student 
Joanna Drutys, EEl, UI 
Joe Wysock~ DOM 

Donna Rice, PICU 
Marcia Korber, SICU 
Carole Miserendino. NNIC 

. Diana Price, 7 West 
Cathy Driscoll, PCH 
Dottie Clarke, MICU 
Marilyn Rozak, 7 West 
Janet Larson, CON 

FROM: 	 Mary T. Sheehan, Subgroup Leader ~. 

Attached. please find the Task Inventory Ust we've just completed. As you can see, 
we have: 

1) identified the current position completing the task; 
2) the * category of work to·be done; and 
3) the minimal skill level required to perform each task. 

Please review the list before next Thursday's 9:00 a.m. meeting. Share it with your 
colleagues and bring (or send) suggested revisions to the meeting. 

Call if you have questions. 

* A list of the work categories follows. 

MTS:bc 

P .5. 	 I've also attached information for our Task Force presented at the 10/08/92 
Steering Committee meeting. ,. 

Attachments 



TASK INVENTORY LIST 
--------T--r --1 

RN rt1f 2]f IAomlt new patient IRN 
AN-- fa --- Classify patTents AN I 
[P~ 1.0- -. Patient Classification' Rfr 
lPN- 1]j 2lr ADmissions AfT 

.eIAN- n C2 Feiarneart tones ~A I 
lP~ 1.r -IAssess slmpleJbaSIC EK(j problems, troubleshoot A I 
RN-- C1 - Assess VS AN 
RN- 1.1 1.2. Assessment of bOdy systems RN I I 
RN - fT [2 Re-assess patient - RN 
AN-.- n-  Triage EENT patients AN 
AN-- n- 121Neuro assessment _ ~~ 
LP~ 1 T -. Triage Functions ~~l 
lP~ fT - Assess VS AN 
LPN- 1~1- r~ Assessment (t>oc;1y systems) AN 
NA.NT r 1 1.2 Assassm-ent - ------ __ n ____ ._ RN 

RN 1.2 -- Ordedao-'ests CLERK 
••1At~- - 1.2 -- Swan ganz readings - . LPN I 

• AN--- f.~ - TaKeVS- NA I 
RN  1:2 - Braden-scale (skin care) every A.M. NA 
RN--- 1:2 - Weigh paUents- NA 

•• RN--· 1.2 f:2 Fetal Monitoring NA I 
• Rt'r-- [2 - Measure Chest ti0b8 drainage filA' 
• AN - f,2 - CnecTPROf gastric contents NA 
N~ rr_IMonJlor patients lor salety (I.e. tuOesl filA' 
~A7f\lI ~-I-I\7S WIthout BIP (NA) filA' 
NM·JT- 1.2 - VSwltt181P·(NT)'-· NA 

NAl'Nr f2 - Oblaln patl9rifhelghtlWelght NA I I 
[PN- l:-:r -IObtaln pallent s welghtlheJght OTHER 
[P~ 1.2' IT Telemetry monitoring OTHER 

[P~ C2 - Braden scale S I 
A~ 2-:-~ 2.2 Multi disciplinary conferences 
RN . 2.1 Contact disCh8rge planner 
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AN 2~2 
AN·· 2:2 
nN-~ 22 
R~ ---  22 
AN - 2.2 

AN- 2.2 
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.1 1 1_ ___ __1 __ 

I 
I 

-  ._._---. ---- 

I 
I I I I 

t--:-
I==:::: I 

I 

I 

E I I 
-

I I I II I
1 1-.1 I I==1 

rn;r-RN i~ !~ IAsSlst post-op patlenls wh.~~~!LJrn 'O~~~~I-OP~~I~ INA 
3.3 Suction NA 


RN- :r:r -ICough and deep breathe NA 

• RW- 3:-3 - COllect specimens _ NA 

RN-- 3::3 Cnangedresslngs NA-

• ., RN-- 3~-3 - Tiach care N§A 
• R~ 3.3 - Draw blooo NA 


RN-- 3:3 - Empty foley bag 
RN-- 3:3 - RoadV Pillent tor transto, 

RN-- 3.:r - Reaay patient for tests NA 

R~ 3-:-3 - ASsist With dialysis N1\ 


• 
RN-- 3~3 - Kssist with procedure ~A 

• 
R~ 3.~r - Assist with caidiac-arrestA 

[PN""- 3:-3 - I + 0 NA 
LPN- 3:3- - Position patients NA 
LPN-- 3.3 - Tract)- -- flA 
LPN - 3:3 - AssiSfwiih procedures tilA 
I PN- - 33 - PerlorrriAcCucheck- filA 
I P'''---- 3:3 Penorm lab-checks (on unit) - NA1 

LPN 3.3 i- Perlorm speciflcgravily-" t'TA 
Lp,,,- 33 1-- Penorm dip stiCK-s_.. NA 
LP'''- 3:3 - Perform hemocculls NA 

LPff - 3.:':1 1- Perform GI cultures (arid other) NA 

lPN"-- 3~3- _ AssisfInCPR-------- NA 

LPN 3.3 Therapv/ComfOrt measures (TlCr NA 

LPN - 3:3 - ImplerTieili no-n-lnvaslVoprcjcoolires NA 

lP~ 3-:-:r - EKGTeadplacement NA 

[P~ :rr - Chest phvsiC81therapy NA

I[PW- 3.3 - Preps-for radiOlogy NA 

lP~ 3-.3. - Dressing Changes NI\' 

IlPtr- 3.:r - OFf{Scrub) ~A 

lP~ 3~3- - Prep surgical patients NA 

N~ IT - SCriJb (ORn NA


I Ni'V!'fI J,!!" 1_ Assist with admlssIOi17disCha'{J~ranslo, 01 pationt~:
NNNI 3.3 Assist x-ray tech to position patlenl 

NA..·N, :'f3 - Patient mObility -- 
l 
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~E..r ..... ~!'f·, 
POSITIoN; I " """""""""::'i'::,::,::":"":,,,,,::.. fASIC:\<:::'':.::'::''''':':'':''<: ~ ~:) . (Y/~{ .:'c':" '.:,::' :.'::' ':;:'::,. 
NAINT !3.3 liolon preps INA . . . 
NNNr :r:r -

Simple dressings tIJ~ 
NAlfJr :f=f 1-

Reel stlcK(ND IiJA 
NAlNT- :f:l - Onne tests{fHl tIJ~ 

-----

NA.iN:C 3.3~ -
SpecTfic.gravity-(NI.) INA-

NANr 3~:l -
Glucose ctlBCKltifT1 tIJ~ 

NAiNr 3~3- -
~ccuchecJ(' (f\ln INA 

t'JAiNr 3.3' -
Maintain II' 0 tlJ7\ 

t'J1V~T- 3.3 
1-

ASSist with procedures fJA j
RN·-·- 3~3 - PenormERG OTHER 
RN- 3~j - Accompany patient on discharge OTRE~ 
RN-' 3.3 - PhYSically lift patlentiO caroii:lc'chalrs OTRE~ 
LP~ 3~3 

-
Transfer patients OTHER 

[P~J- :f3 - Set-up moniior/equlpment functions . OTHE~ 
LP~ 3~3 - Perform EKG-:--.---.---- OTHE~ 
LP~ 3':3 -

Draw Blood OTR~ 
N.(It\fJ :1~3- -- [TBJfSiCJ< Day Care OTHER 
NAJNT- 3:3 - OR pieps"(shaver" OTHE~ 
AN 

-..~. 

3:3 RestralrifS'--'- RtIJ 
RN- 3:3 --

IT' RfJ1I1;:'",IIIUI 

RN- 3:f - OR- =-CIrCulate IRN . 
AN- 3~:l 

- Respond to floor cOdes IRN 
LPN- 04.0 1-

PcitienfAdVOCate for patient and family ;q[ 

LP~ 4:-Cf - Interaci/problem-solVe with patients. family. physlcla IALL 
[Pff- ·nr - Preop patient teaching ILPN 
RN- 04:0 - Patleni teaChfrlg--'- NA 
R~ 4lf IF amilyteaching INA 
Rrr-t4]f ICounselling INA 
Cpr-;r- ~]f ITeachlng (pallent and family) NA -LPN- 04:0 - Routfn8teaChl~----'-' . filA 
t'r~ ~lf 

- IMotherlbaby teaching filA 
NM\lT 14,0 - Read to patients lUI Mt.:M 

fiJJ\Iflr 4.0 Hold Infants OTHER 
R~ 5D 1-

Documenting shih IALL . 
R~ S:O - r&tlreooroing IALL1 

LP~ 5:0 --'-
rediilicon - CLEHK 

, 
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CTERK 15.0 
••,RN---- 5:0 

RN-- 5])" 
LP~ S:tf 

NAiNr ~~b~ 
• I RI'l 6.0 

RN-- nr 
NNNT- 7.0 

ClERI\ 7:() 

RN 7.0 
RN -- 1:0 
AN 1]) 

RN-- 1:d 
RN-- nr 

,RN -- 7.0 
IFN--

IRN --. 7.0 
RN .. _. 7.0 

RN-- 7:0 
RN-- 7:0 
RN-- 1:0- -. 
RN-- 7~0 
RN-- 1Jf 
lP~ 
LPN-1:0 
LPN·- 7.0 
LPN- 7~0-
NMJI nr -
ClERl\ ref 

.	ClEAJC TO 
CLERI\ 7~0-
CLERIC 1~O-I

IManual back-up il Technlcon down IGU:HK 
- Documentation (nursing proceSS)- SOAPIE LPN 
- write transfer note LPN 
- Document Nursing Process LPN 

---It\lMJr-S;o- ==-IDocumentatlon ~ INA 
inform nurse of patient changes IALL • I I 

-. Evaluale new prOducts INA 
Call for IInenltrash pick-up ICLERK 

-. Forms complellon CLER~=~ke sure room Is ready for admissions CITR~ I I 
Re-evaluate Supply cart IOTHER 

- Check oUI daloo6upplles OTRE~ 

Stock nurse servers OTHER 
RN-- 7Jr -. Equipment maintenance OTRE: I 

- Clean Iv poles OTRE~_ I 
Siock moos carts OTAE . I 

- ChecKl0-see ifrooms are clean OTRE~ 
7.0--- Emply Irash--·-----------  - OTRER-

- Checkroom readiness for POSI-op· -.._---- OTHi= I 
-. Car8lf99diiigj:meumaTic lilie-sySlem OTR .---.---- 

II:~ ..~~ ~.~= g~;~~ ~1::;:;~~~~~~o!_e~~~_~40 g::= '----1 I 
- Change soap. soaprnspensers orn~ 

- Einplylinen OTRE~ 

--1------ ----

Cleaiilalsinfect Instrumenls usOO on wekerids. hollda ornEH 
- Clean conference rooiTllbreak room-- OTRE~ I 
- Clean refrigeralor OTHER 

rO 1 UniVroom housekeeping OTHER 
- Emplylrash OTRE~ 

- Replace full neOOle containers OTHER-
- Clean equipment (W-pole. feOOing pumps) OTHER 

Emplylrash .--_.-- _ OTHE~ I I 
- Clean counter OTHER 
- Clean phones OTHER 
- Clean mea room OTH~ 
- Care ana fOOding of pneumatic tube system 10' HEH 
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nN-- 8.0 
nN 80 
AN - 80 
RN ... 8~O 

'," r.. , 
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ICrEAK e.o lake messages IGLEHK 
ICLERI\ B:O _. Ciilrforcnarts C[ER~ 

ICLERK" B:O - Thin charts . C[ER~ 

CCERI\ 8:-0 - StuR charts CrERK 
GI~ERK':' 8:0::' - Siamp.all.pages.oUhe,chart CrER~1

CLERK' B:O - Charge forirealments CrER~ 
CLERI\ fro - Report 10 oncoming clerk CIER~ 
CLERK' B:O' - Malnlain Admlsslon70ischargeTT ransfer logs C[E~ 

Cl ERK" B.O - Maintain erallylogs ---- " -----, 
C[ER~ 

ClERI\ 8:(f 1 
Maintain destinalion log crERK 

CLERK" a"]) - Calnor ST1\T x-rays . C[ERK 

CLERK' all' - lFile, file C[ERK 
CLERK' B.O - [ocate charts CLEHK 
CL"ERI\ all' - Call facililles _ ,.........EffK 

CLERK' 8.0 - Arrange for ambulance transportation ICLEHK 
CLERrC a 'C) - xerox cnarts CLERK 
r.LERK B.O 1 Xeroi'lorms C[ER~ 

ClERK" frO' - Calf nursing office for transler approval IrnorTl'J'PA C~ 
Gl ERK" B.O 

_. 
Call'nursing 'Office witii' staffing .---. C[ER~ 

CLERK B.O - li1formCtiarge'Nurse orcall~ins CIER~ 
CLER~- a.o - 

Inform CnargeNurses of allctianges ICLERK 
CLERK' 8.0 - Coorainate patient transfers 

---. 
I ........ ERK 

CLEBK B.O ' Numerous callSlcoordination lor admission C[ERK 
CLERK' B:-O 

,.
Post med sneels C[ERK 

CLEnK' a-:-o 1 Separate PCP C[ER~ 

ClERI\ B~O - Answerpnones C[ERK 
CLERK' alf -

1:1 conlact with MD CLERK 
ClERI\ a'll' - 1:1 contact witfi'1:jharge nurse C[ERK 
CLERI\ 81) I- Schedule tests C[ERK 
CLEnK" B.O 

1
Schoolile prOCedures CrER~ 

CLERI\ a:o - 1:1 contacfdietary C[E~ 

CLERI\ B-:-O 
1 1:1 contaC1 housekeeping C[ER~ 

ClEnK" 8-:-0 - f :, contact bed control C[ERK 
CL!.:HK' 8:0' -  1 : f contact admissions C[ERK 
CL~nI\IB:(r - Contact matenel management CLERK 
C[~nI\Ja.()- Ptione calls '0( repairs C[ERK 
-- 
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ICLERK 16,U loraer dencal supplies CLERK 
--------------. "ClERI\ elf - Stock Clerical supplies eLElll,-'--- 

CLERK" In) - Maintain admission Charts CIERr- -- 
I~!.E~K~ ~!J~- ~ake admission packs C[ERr- J 
 I I 
CLERK 8.0 Transcribe MD orders C[ERr-

CLEAK 8n - Page physicians ClERr-

ClERl\" in)" - Page nurses (intercom) CIER§ 

C[ERR- 8.0- - Get clothes for patients iCLERK 
 I I I ICLERK.- e:o. =f:1 contact with patient repr~~~ntali~es CLERr-

CLERK 0.0 Gel patient checks cashoo CLERr-

CLERI\ 8:0 - SCl19Ctule appoints with physicians ~IER~. 


CLERK 8:0 - Pnonelrom unit to waliIng -room CLER~13 I I 
CLERI\ e-:r)" - Answer patients phOnes ~ 


CLEAI{_ ~~ i- Obtain transmittals from bloOd specimens- CSERK 

CLERK H.O 1- BreaKdown discharge chart ' C[ERK 
 I 
8lERI{- fnf - Giva room assignment to admissions CLERK 

::1 ERI\ a~o- liiform nurse 01 new orders CCERK 

Si ERK lfO -- Wriie down STliTIaOs CrEAK 

CI fRK 8.0 - Inform MD-;-RN 01 labs CLER~ 


'~LE'RK 8.0 -- Siamp lOOels {8lo11 CLER~I 

CLERK e.-O - Name tags (doors, rooms, lockers, charts) CLERK 

~LERK 6:0 - Cancrarry census ---~--------- CLERK 
GLERI\ 8:0' - Callclinic lor appointments CLER~ 

CLERIC e~Cf - arder specialty beds from company . C~ I I 

CrERte elf Inform family members 01 diScharge CLERK 

CLERK- 8.0 - Change computer PaP9r--.. -.. CLER~ I I I 


CCERfr e-:-(f - CBIfZerox (lasers) CLERK J 

CLEW 8.0 - Call Technlcon CLERK 
 I I 

CrERl\" elf - Train clerks creR~ 
CI.ERK 8.0 - Orlenfnurses to desk CLER~I I I I I 

ClERl\ elf - Onent residents to uniVdesk CLERK 

eLER1\" 81f - Oider supplies (Iorms, Inventory) CLERK
•-IRN-- a~o- - Call Hoor ana give report LPN I I I 

•• RN-- a.a - Shiffi'eport LPN - - I I 

m,-- ffO- - Transfer belongings, valuables OTHER I I 

~- a:o 1- Move beds IOTHER I I 

9 
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LPN-- a~O 

LPN - 80 
LPN- 8.0 
LPN-- 8.0 

------.,..- ----1-----·1----- ---

._-------_. ----_. 

10 




C:.ERW 8.-0 
CLERK 8.0 
NA/NT 80 
RN 8.0 
I\J AJNT~ 8.0 
AN eo 
RN . 8.0 

.Siamp new charge slickers 
- '·PRw (i:e;family: ioufs,mooia. sales) 

lean unif- Order &ruganiie supplia
-.. ··-'or moos-- --_._._.- --.---

11 
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ASSISTIVE WORKER JOB CONTENT (NON-CLINICAL) 02·Apr·93 
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o 
« •• _. ___ ••••• - - __ _..___ . ... 

3 KNOW HOW TO USE EMERGENCY CALL LIGHTS 
6 STRAIGHTEN AND RESUPPLY TREATMENT ROOMS . 
7 STRAIGHTEN KITCHEN AREA 
6 MAINTAIN COMMON AREAS (CONF.ROOM, PLAY ROOM, BREAK ROOM, Erg 
9 CLEAN COUNTERS 
;0 CHECKS/CALIBRATES AND MAINTAINS EQUIP 
,1 CHECK TO SEE IF ROOMS ARE CLEAN 
;2 STOCK NURSE SERVERS 

i3 CLEAN PHONES 

"Nvn LV........ IIVN VI'" cMcnucN.... T CI.oIUIt'MCNI 

KNOW WHAT TO no IN CASI= OF SI=IZURI=S 

I\NVn nNA I I V UU IN ~A::;!: VI" Ann!:::; I 

KNOW WHAT TO no IN CASI= OF FAil.0. 
CMCnUCN.... T 

I=UI=RGI=NCY_"_.~__.__. __ 

EMERGENCY 
ENVIRONMENTA 
ENVIRONMENTA 
ENVIRONMENTA 
ENVIRONMENTA 
ENVIRONMENTA 
ENVIRONMENTA 
ENVIRONMENTA 

ENVIRONMENTA 
;4 

:: ~~EECING;';EU; _u ~ _ 1_ .. - .. I 
)6 

59 

50 

14 61 ;~~~o;~~~~~;~~;;R~ o~~~~~TS-~~ DIRECTED 1~~~-.;~~~o pool 

:::t~~I~T;I~~~OE~~~~';~~-;~~:~~~~~I~IS VAC.IMMUNIZATIONS ,_......_....._..... , 
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INA Nurses Local Unit of the U of I Hospital & Clinics 

THE NEEDLE 

Operations Improvement: How Will It Impact Patient 

We are registered nurses at the U. of I. who are 
concerned about the 'quality of patient care' and the 
negative impact that will result from the proposed 
"Operations Improvement.mThe area we'd like to focus 
specifically on is Women's and Children's Health, and 
O.l.'s adverse impact on infant mortality. Preventive 
primary care and patienteducation playa major role in 

these assistive workers. A minimum 
clients are high-risk, having serious 
tions, Le., diabetes. hypertension, 
problems, history of previous 
or stillborns. These clients need 
"intense education," something that 
now to do. Clients currently wait as 

I 

jn,..",,,,,,"'" 

to see adoctor. Many clients are falling ru the cracksreducing the infant mortality rate. The infant mortality 
for follow-up for abnormal labs, failingrate of our clients is one of the highest in the country. 
and most importantly, patientThe'U. of I. serves a primarily impoverished popula

tion. educationally, socially and economically. The 
These are just afew obstacles we face' our strugglemajority of these clients have no insurance or are 
to decrease in infant mortality. Think of "quality ofI.D.PA, clients. Many cannot read or write. Only 
care" will be if in fact there is adecrease I the numberregisterred nurses are educationally prepared to 
of registered nurses, and anproveide primary care and patient education. 
workers. While cost containment in 
is important, 'quality care" shouldn't beIn the Obstetric Clinic and Labor and Delivery, over 
for the sake of 'cost containment." The n50% speak Spanish only. Currentlythe ObstetricClinic 
sion should lead the way to improvingsees between 400-500 clientslweek; Labor and Deliv
care. not follow aroad to sure ,,~t~,~t,I'\I'\""Oery has over 100 unregistered (no pre-natal care) 
care industry that is in crisis already.clientslmonth. They come to us because there is no 

one else who will or can take care of them. Many of 
Written by the 08 Clinic Nursesthem come late in pregnancy. 

Patient education and preventive primarycare through 1..£(5 $Ii!!... '\ 
~50 RN I"OfoITI<:INS J 
WILL ~"IjE US •• , ...-___early pre-natal care, well child care and immunizations 

are key to decreasing infant mortality, Even if we are 
successful in delivering ahealthy baby at term, many 
children continue to have an uphill battle due to impov
erished conditions. and die prior to their first birthday 
primarily from preventable reasons. i.e., infections. 
accidents. Teen pregnanciesalso continue to rise. We 
see approximately 200-250/month in our Teen Clinic. 
We recently lost that grant, and now even those who 
are to come in to register are not seen because they 
only want to be seen in Teen Clinic. All these clients 
need the education, follow-up and quality care that we 
provide, without which there will be greater infant 
mortality. 

Registered nurses are professionals, educated to 
provide holistic care that ide'ntifies educational, psy
chosocial, and medical problems. These interventions 
play an important role in helping decrease infant
mortali~.~SSisti~eworkershavenotraining,orformal, \, •\'" 
education In patIent care. How can assistive workers) ) '" .,,) 
replace registered nurses in areas where an RN's \""- ~~ t \ " , 
skills are not replacable? ~" 'i\,~ ).r' 

Those registered nurses left will have to take valuable \~(,'''-J 

time away from patient education/care to supervise 
I,4vh-sr: ~dt., 1./..0 elu. 
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The Patient Care task force is presenting the new patient care delivery model today. 

$5.9M 

$4.6M 

W~l 

Remainl fig 

I Pipeline 

Today 

-,1'\pproved-' 

Previously Presented 

-All Ideas 

Enabling Ideas 

Approved "Hard" $$$ 

Presenting Todgy 

Redesigned Patient Care 
Delivery Model .. : 

Discontinue Pilot , 

Weekend Bonus 

To'tal Presenting Today 

$2,034,087 l 

($1,161,672) 

- $872,415 

$4,833,752 

$174.000 

$5,007.752 

- Total To Date 
. 

$5,880.167 , 



Patient Care Model: Results 
••.•.• ".".,,;,;,;,;,;.I,;.1,;,;,s.l.l,;,,,,,; ~~~.~~::.~::~~:~~-=-: ) 

Upon complete implementation. the new patient care model will achieve an ongoing 
annual savings of $4.8M. 

Change skill mix & hours per patient day 1 

.Unit Support (education, 01, Case Management. etc.) 

Dedicate transporters to high volume units 

Decentralize equipment/supply attendants' 

Deduct ongoing' training costs for assistive caregi'lers2 

One time training costs (incurred in year 1)2 

1$50,000 from EEl savings in Surgery Task Force 
2These reflect costs for all patient care areas which fall under the 
~' .. -_: ........ n ____ ... j,. ..__ .- .. _ .. 


$5,433,000 

($324.000) 

($111,000) 

($140.000) 

, ($25.000) 

$4',833.752 

($350,000) 

"Z



Patient Care Model: Results 
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Redistribution of work will require an increase in the number of LPNs and assistive 

workers, as well as a reduction in RNs. 


Housewlde Caregiver Division Skill Mix 
Skill Mlx1 (Percent RN) 

Total 
FTES: 523 517 

.... .... - •... . ...__ .... - .--- .-. .... -_ ... 

AssIstlve 2 ~.2%__ .. ----.,. -- 

Before After10% .LPN --- Asslstive
24% 

Worker Med/Surg 82% 60% 
._---

11% LPN 
". - . . ...• Parent Child (exel. LID) 89% 66% 

Critical Care (exel. ER) 93% 70% 
.1 

65%88% EEl (Vnlt 1 I SC) 100% 59%RN 
, 

RN 

t"".--'.. 

-
.--.~-

July 1992 Actua.1 Proposed New Model. 

I Includes all in hospital floors and units except ER, OR, L&D: also includes EEl Unit 1 '3.
2,"ssistiveworkers include NT. ORT. MHC. NA. SA 



• Match work to workers 
• Cross-train 
• Evaluate aggregation of patients 
• Coordinate care 
• Streamline documentation 
• Evaluate decentralization. 
• Simplify processes f>~~[N]~~(IIPl(ES 

j 

VAllUJIE~q~JEOfIVES 

ROLES; 
• Quality of care 
• Respect for patient 
• Care planning 
• Competent adequate staffORGANIZATION OF OARE . . . . • Professionalism 
• Increased accountability 

STAFFING/SKILL MIX 

4( 
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Patient Care Model Objectives 

Increase or maintain quality of care 

Increase or maintain patient service level 

Maintain total care giver/patient ratios. 

Increase staff satisfaction 

Increase AN professional time in direct patient care 
~. 



Patient Care Model: Roles and Functions 
.,. , .....,..",,,,oI"~oItI"""""J~""""" rrrt """r:1'1U 

New patient care roles provide the foundation fpr the patient care model. 

RNs Focus 01')' direct patient care, including assessment, 

planning, patient and student education, coordination 


-and physician communication; New training for 

delegation skills, teambuilding 


LPNs 	 Dedicated med passers on days and evenings; provid e 

additional support to RNs at night 


Asslstlve 	 Expanded skills training for a set of RN-delegated direct 
. Workers patient care tasks; ancillary and clerical support 

Transporters Decentralized; direct report to nursing for high volume units 

Equipment/Supply 	 Decentralized; shared across floors 

k> 
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Nurses ,created staffing patterns unique to their units based on acuity and census 
level: 

7 West Mad 

---~, ~.-. .. -. . , "--'-..._-_ ... 

Census 
"-- . --. - .._-- -- "". 

'27 

·26. 

25 


24 


23 


22 


DAY/EVENING 

RN LPN NT 

.. .. ~------.-.--

4 1 2 


4 1 2 


3 1 2 


3 1 2 

I 


3 1 2 


3 1 2 


' , ..-. -", .. , --.-----.~.- " 

NIGHT 

RN LPN 

3 2 

. 

3 2 


3 1 

, 

3 1 


3 1 

. 

3 ' 1 


I 
I 

I 

7 
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Each unit designed a care model to meet the unique needs of its patient population 

"'~"---------I --~-. 

HPPD Skill Mix 
Unit After Before 

1----------------\------.,----, --------. 

7E Med 5.4 85% . 

7EOne 7.0 73% 
._- 1'-  -  -_< _ .. - -_. 

7W Med 5.5 I 83% 
__~ I ~____ ._._.___ _ 

5.5 I 82% I 56%8W Surg 
.-- 

6.0 I 73% I 62%8E Psych 

5E Rehab 6.8 I 94% I 74% 

5E Orth/Gyne 5.8 87% 63% 

82%.Average t,2 61% 

~ , . ~ 

Med/Surg' 


Atter 

56% .. 

71% 

58% 

/ 
.' ., 

LPN \ / Patient RN/Ass't~medS)} - t1aregiVe~Group '. 
"" /' \ 

. - \ 

\ 

Transporters 

8W Surg 

'1 ·~~N/A~S;i)Patient 
I Group Caregiver 

/ Team " 
I ---- - -- --------- '- ' /' 

I 
/ '--, 

" - 1 ---
_ \ C Team ) 

...- --- ------ --- '

.;/,,-'"' \\1---- -- ... ~RN/Ass"t ) 
Patient Caregiver, 

•Group,' 
------ -' 

SU12Qort Staff 
Supply 

Attendants 

Team / 
""'-~~--' 

Unit 
Clerk 

Caregiver· to Patient 
Ratio 

o 
1 : 4 
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The new patient care model will enable the RN to spend more time on direct patient care. 

MED/SURG STAFF NURSE 
Time Allocation 

• Less frequent core' orientation100%
• Biannual CPR certification 
• Unit-based distribution of paychecks 

75% 

"-.rJ7777777171~ 

~ill -

- - --
/ +/ 

/ 
/ 20% 

/ +... t 
ill 

Streamlined documentation 

• Unit-based ·transporters 
• Floor-.based equipment and supply functlbns 
• Medication preparation

50%1 
• ADL 
• Standardized unit clerk function 

{ • CNS's included in direct patienl· care25% 

0%"

Before__.__ ._ ___' _I\~:r 1-2.e%-lncrea's-e-in'-1II 

.•Direct Pt. Care L1Ancillary/Clerica' .Documentation 0Unit Activities- Direct Care 

tty 
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-------------~---.-.-

Unit 
--"--------- 

NICU/ICN 

PICU 

5W (PEDS) 

APSD 
----_.__ ..... 

Mother/Baby 

FCC+FCCN+NICU 

Average 

HPPD 

After 


.----~-.-. 

10,0 
_______ • 

16,6 I 

6,6 I 

8.7 

4,0 

8.5 I 

Parent/ChUd 

.._,-_.

Skill Mix· 
Before I After 

--------_. 
. 74% 

- _____.. ~ .____.• 1 ___ ·•____ 

95% I 	 72% 

87% I 	 59% 

67% 

52% 
- -~ .. -.., 

89% 67% 
.---.. --

I 66% 

Caregiver to Patient 

Ratio 


1 · ? ~ 

.1 ..___._....____ 

Neonatal 

Patient Group 


fl.__ ----r T 

~I- ~.'-_. 	 /;,...-'/'" - -',".",

(f'AN, (HN~i)) 

. 

Transporters 

.~- "~''\ \ \~ .. 

_ LPN 
~r Tech 

. \ 

\\ 

( 

"-'-- 

Support Staff 
. Supply 

Attendants 
Unit 

Clerk 
M I 

to 
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---- ----
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Unit 

CTU & CCU 

'MICU 

SICU 

6W Stepdown 

6E Stepdown 

7W Transplant 

Averaae 

HPPD 

After 


16.6 
- -.-.~~ 

17.8 
..... -~-

18.9 
-.-~-.---

7.7 

8.8 

- -~~-~--------.. 

Skill Mix 

Before 


100% 
-_.- -_..... 

-----~--

100% 
-~~-~ ,~~~.---.-

96% 

93% 
"'--" 

90% 

:~:: I.-::~ 


Critical Care 


After 

78% 

80% 

70% 
-- ..- 

62% 

59% 

66% 
--_. __ . 

70% 

Transporters Attendants 'Clerk 

\-",,--"~ 

I' r::...~_'.~ I 'V-~'=-"~'~'
""'-. ' 

/' " I ". ' 

MICU AN with ' 


Group Caregiver ..

Team // 

....... 
"" ........ _-. 

Support Staff 

Supply Unit 

Caregiver to Patient 
Ratio t\ 
1 : 2 

"--""""--------.~------. 
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-,,,.,_._........._......_..__..._,. -.... . -:-1 

II • fa ·I·;·!~T:~ 

EREEl (Surglc~nter and Unit 1) 

p.r~.op_ .~
. ... . .. "." 

''', 

". ,/// 

", / "" 
'" AN . 

''''"", // / 

Aecovery 

~r
---, 
LPN/,\:sst. 


. EKG" 

" Phleb.-

-..... --
.1.. 


Inpatient Population 

.. -.... -.-.-:.-.~ 

Emergency 

Patients 

- ~- - - ~ --..... ..-- 

" 

Caregiver to 

Patient 

Ratio 

1 : 3 

Skill Mix: 
Before 100% RN 

After 59% RN 

. -'~~-=-==-:::-l ,/ --''''-.." 
ANI '<\ 

Patient 1\ PN/Asst) \ 
~ '.~ 

\ '.Group 
MD )) 

I 

.. . - .- -"

Transporters 


.Caregiver to 
Patient 
Ratio 
1 : 3 

Support Staff 
Supply Unit 

Attendants Clerk 

Skill Mix: 
Bet e 100% RN 

After 68% RN 

Savings: $242,000 \'2
60% to Pallent Care Savings: $150,000 



Patient Care Model: Next Steps 
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Several issues are still in the developmental stage: 

• Reaggregation of patient units 

• Labor and Delivery staffing. 

• IV team 

• . Administrative revisions 

• Integrated role of respiratory therapy 

• "Road-trip" team 

• Supply issues 

• Phlebotomy' model 

r3 
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Patient Care Model: Implementation Tlmeframe 
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Planning for implementation wiJJ begin in January. Full implementation will take 12-18 months. 

RolloutImplementation Startup MonitoringPlanning 	 Pha!se Continuation 

Jan. April Sept. June ongoing 

'93 '94 


. 	Outputs: 

• Detailed Timelines 	 • 1-2 units • 1-2 units "ro llouf' • Evaluate for quality, 

initiated every few months service and satisfaction 


• Communications plan 

• Human res. plan 	 • Evaluate • Adjustments as 

effectiveness necessary 


• Training curriculum 
• Evaluate for quality, 

• 	Job descriptions. and service and satisfaction 

evaluation criteria 


• Startup programs 

determined 


• Quality evaluation 

criteria 


14 ' 
• Management 
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In evaluating the new patient care'model, remember. .... 

• 	 A multidisciplinary task force developed the guiding principles for the model 

• 	 Staff RN's ·assisted with the design of roles and organization of care 

• 	 Middle managers determined staffing levels and skill mix to match the unique 
needs of their units 

• 	 The implementation phase begins with 3 months of, planning, and extends for 
18 months . 

• 	 Successful modelimpl~mentation is dependent upon strong leadership, 
extensive training, open communication and active staff involvement 

15'" 
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202-554-4444 • Fax: 202-554-2262 I 

Vir£,inia Trott e II! Bells, JD, MSN, RN 
Presidenl 

Barbara " I~cdman, PhD, RN, FAAN 
Execulive Direclor 

STATE HEALTH PLANS 

As several of the states enact and propose their own health care plans, nursing has become 
concerned over the lack of clearly defined criteria for those plans. ANA believes that such 
criteria must be established to ensure universal access, quality and cost containmenL States 
should be required to demonstrate that their managed care plans will not lessen ~ccess to 
health care services in their effort to cut costs. 

ANA urges the Administration to establish bottom line criteria to determine the ~dequacy 
of state health plans. We recommend that the following principles be included in such 
criteria: . 

1. 	 The state must demonstrate that the plan will increase access for the underserved 
including preservation of institutions and provider groups that have a historiJ mission 
orcoIriinitment to the disenfranchised. 

2. 	 States should be prohibited from opting out of support/social services which enable 
access and compliance, e.g. transportation, day care, outreach, etc. 

3. 	 The state benefits package must be at least as comprehensive as the federal standard 
benefits package. 

4. 	 The state plan must contain a quality assessment mechanism. 

5. 	 The state must adopt the broadest practice language for nursing that exists in the 
U.S. e.g. Alaska. 

6. 	 The state must adopt anti-discrimination language to prohibit payor restrictions on 
benefits, services and reimbursement based on provider types. 

The use of anti-discrimination maintains the autonomy of state authority over 
licensure but will permit licensed advanced practice nurses and other professionals 
to practice within their lawful scope of practice while prohibiting discrimin~tory and 
restrictive payor practices in coverage and reimbursement. 

Specific LanlWaee 

"Nothing in this act shall be construed to permit a participating health benefit 
plan or purchasing cooperative to deny any licensed health care prdvider (or 

The US Member of the International Council of Nurses 

ANA - An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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type, or class, or category of health care provider) practicing within their 
lawful scope of practice from inclusion as a qualified provider and receiving 
the identified reimbursement for all health related services covered by the 
plan or to prohibit their provision of benefits for the items and services 
described in the plan." . 

7. 	 A federal multidisciplinary advisory committee should be established to advise the 
Health Care Financing Administration (HCF A) regarding state health plan 
experimentations and demonstrations. 

Lastly, we urge the Administration to promote an aggressive public health model and 
primary health care delivery in community-based settings to the states considering their own 
health care plans. 

k:\grel\transition\stheaplans 
4/'29/93 



AMERICAN NURSES ASSOCIATION 


TRANSITION PHASE HEALTH CARE REFORM 

HOSPITAL REFORM 

ANA has data that hospitals are dramatically changing their level and mix of staff for patient 
care in what is claimed to be a response to impending health care refonn and presumed I 
changes in institutional reimbursement. This is a process we have every reason to ex~t 
will be accelerated once the health care plan is released. We are convinced that interim I 
measures are absolutely essential in order to protect patients from a significant and dangerous 
downgrading of nursing .care in hospitals and nursing homes. 

Therefore, ANA recommends that several actions be. taken to prevent diminished qualitYj of 
care and loss of registered nurses in health care. institutions which receive medicare payment. 

Hospital Reform 

To reduce the potential for disruption in the hospital industry during the transition to, the new 
lhealth care system, 'the American Health Security Act imposes interim hospital regulations. 

To avoid premature, reactive hospital closures, dislocation of personnel, .and potentially 
serious threats to the safety and quality of hospital services, a transitiori plan is essential. 
The transition plan needs to pm into place a seric<:: of interim quality protections that I 
safeguard patient care andprQvide for a retraining and re-deployment plan for personnel. 

The decisions of hospitals and other institutions to significantly alter staffing levels. mix. or 
re-ploy personnel should be guided by several basic principles: advanced public disclosure of 
the intention to merge, close, or significantly redeploy personnel, involvement of consurrlers 

I 
and affected professional personnel in development and implementation of via educational 
programs ami" other means for re-deployment, evaluation and reporting to consumers, I 
certifying bodies and professional providers the impact of re-deployment on patient outcomes 
and other quality 'of care indicators, and assurance that re-deployment plans use professio1nal 
personnel in accord \vith licensure laws, educational preparation and assessed competencd. 

A national transition plan should contain at a minimum: 

. • 	 Retraining and Relocation Programs to prepare personnel to assume positions 
in primary health care, public health, and critical care across a variety of 
scuings .. 



• 	 Use of conversion boards to assess the opportunity for the hospital to be 
converted to some other use thereby keep jobs in the community. 

• 	 Training programs on "How to Start a Business" and access to small business 
loans. 

• 	 Pre-notification of hospital closure or merger. 

• 	 Continuation of health and pension benefits. 

• 	 Continuation of HIV disability coverage. 

• 	 Limits on discounting health care serviCes to prevent cost shafting. 

•. 	 Annual public reports about the impact· of major institutional changes in 
staffing levels, mix or deployment on the quality of care delivered. 

Should there be significant changes in morbidity or mortality rates or increases in 
adverse occurrences (such as falls. nosOComial infections, medication errors) or other 
indicators of change in the quality of care in "hospitals. then more aggressive steps 
will need to be taken, such as, 

• 	 Wage pass through for providers of direct care. 

• 	 De-certification or fines of hospitals. 

• 	 Protection of hospitals that are sold providers or provide a high percentage of 
uncompensated care by establishing uncompensated care pools until all citizens 
have universal access. 

I:\hcrecs.hcp\transition 
9121193 



It is Senator Daschle's intent I 

',r ... ;n,n~Q 

· I 
rON ALERT. ACTION ALERT. ACTION ALERT. fCTION 

September 15, 1993 

SENATE COORDINATORS 


ACTION NEEDED 

SUPPORT FOR S. 466 - MEDICAID REIMBURSEMENT 


On February 25, 1993, Senator Tom Daschle (D-SD) introduced S. 466, a bill to "T.I'\,,,,I1,,,, 
direct Medicaid reimbursement to nurse practitioners and clinical nurse specialists 
services which they are legally authorized to perform under State law. 

This measure expands the ,provision enacted as part of the Omnibus Budget Ke<:x>nC~l1an(m 
Act of 1989 (public Law 101-239) which provided direct Medicaid reimbursement I 

certified pediatric and family nurse practitioners. The goal of S. 466 is to 
provider choice and permit all nurse practitioners and clinical nurse spE~lall1S1:S1 
directly reimbursed under Medicaid, thereby enhancing the availability and q 
health care for our country's unserved and underserved population. 

, S. 466 has been referred to the Finance Committee. 
as much support as possible for the ~ill and to have it considered by the Finance '-.VJ,....J,.I.~...._ 

at the earliest possible date. 

In order for this legislation to receive favorable action, it is essential that it have 

bipartisan support. We urgently need your assistance to win approval for this ... 

and askthat you contact your Senators to request that they cosponsor S. 466. 

with this effort, we are attaching a sample letter in support of S. 466. 


Your timely assistance in accomplishing this goal is greatly appreciated. 

Marjorie Vanderbilt at 2021554-4444, ext. 453 if you have any questions. 

very much for your assistance. 


To assist 

Please ,-..,J.j.o.u... 

'~87 AMERICAN NURSES ASSOCIATION. 600 Maryland Ave, SW. Suite lOOW. Washington, 20024-2571 
(202) 554-4444 FAX: (202) 554-2262 
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SAMPLE LETTER TO SENATORS 

(DATE) 

The Honorable (name of Senator) 

US Senate 

Washington, D.C. 20510 


Dear Senator :. i 

I am writing to express my strong support for S. 466, a bill to provide direct Medicaid 
reimbursement to nurse practitioners and clinical nurse specialists delivering care to patients 
in both rural and urban areas, and to request that you cosponsor this important measure. 

S. 466, which was introduced by Senator Tom Daschle, would permit nurse practitiolers and 
I 

clinical nurse specialists to receive direct Medicaid payments for the services which they are 
legally authorized to perform in the state in which they work. This measure expand~ the 
provision enacted as part of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 (public Law 
101-239) which provided direct Medicaid reimbursement to certified pediatric and fafutly 
nurse practitioners. 

At the present time, many Medicaid recipients are foregoing essential health care services 
because physicians and other health care providers are not available to them. S. 4661 
recognizes that better utilization of nurse practitioners and clinical nurse specialists w.ill help 
to fill those gaps in our health care system by increasing access to quality care for 04r 
country's unserved and underserved population. It will also decrease acute care admissions 
and the misuse of emergency rooms and hopefully' the adverse effects of uncompensated care. 

I hope that you will agree that it is time for Medicaid to fully recognize the qUality Jr care 
and cost-effectiveness of nurse practitioners and clinical nurse specialists and that yoJ will 
cosponsor S. 466. 

I appreciate your consideration of this important legislation and look forward to hearing your 
views about it. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name), R.N. 
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September 15, 1993, I 
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SENATE COORDINATORS 

ACTION NEEDED 
SUPPORT FOR S. 833 - MEDICARE'REIMBURSEMENT 

On April 28, 1993, Senators Charles Grassley(R-Iowa) and K;ent Conrad (D-North D,akota) 
introduced S. 833, a bill entitled the "PriID:ary Care Health Practitioner Incentive Act"I' to ' 
provide direct Medicare reimbursement to nurse practitioners (NPs), clinical nurse specialists 
(CNSs), and certified nurse midwives (CNMs). 

Under this bill, NPs, CNSs and CNMs would be paid 97 percent of the physician fee 
schedule for services which they are legally authorized to perform under State law, 
regardless of location or practice setting and regardless of whether or not they are under the 
supervision of, or associated with, a physician. In addition, modeled after the bonus 
payment to physicians who work in health professional shortage areas (HPSAs), these 
practitioners would also be paid a bonus payment when they work in HPSAs. This provision 
is designed to encourage non-physician providers to relocate to areas in need of health' care 
services. 

I Senators Grassley and Conrad also introduced S. 834, a bill entitled the "Physician Assistant 
Incentive Act" ,which provides Medicare reimbursement to physician assistants (PAs)! We 
are supporting the PAs in their efforts, as they are supporting us. 

. _..,. 
' 

. 

S. 833 and S. 834 have been referred to the Finance Committee. In order for this legislation 
to receive favorable action, it is essential that it have strong bipartisan support. We tirgently 
need your assistance to win approval for this proposal and ask that you contact y10ur 
Senators to request that they cosponsor S. 833 and S. 834. To assist with this effdrt, we 
are attaching a sample letter to the Senate in support of these two bills. If your Senatbr is ' 
either Senator Grassley or Senator Conrad, please write to thank him for his support 6f this 
important legislation. 

Your timely assistance in accomplishing this goal is greatly appreciated. Please contact 
Marjorie Vanderbilt at 2021554-4444, ext. 453, 'if you have any questions. Thank you 
very much for your assistance . 

......." AMERICAN NURSES ASSOCIATION. 600 Maryland Ave, SW. Suite lOOW • Washington, DC 20024-2571 

(202) 554-4444 FAX: (202) 554-2262 



SAMPLE LETTER TO SENATORS 

(DATE) 

The Honorable (name of Senator) 
U.S. Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator -----
I am writing to express my strong support for S. 833, the "Primary Care Health Practitioners 
Incentive Act", and S. 834, the "Physician Assistant Incentive Act", and to request th~t you 
cosponsor these two important measures. 

S. 833, which was introduced by Senators Grassley and Conrad, would provide direct 
Medicare reimbursement to nurse practitioners, clinical nurse specialists and certified nurse 
midwives at 97 percent of the physician fee schedule for the services which they are l~gally . 
authorized to perform in the state in which they work. In addition, modeled after the bonus 
payment of physicians who work in health professional shortage areas (HPSAs), these 
practitioners would also be paid a bonus payment when they work in HPSAs. 

Under direct Medicare reimbursement, these advanced practice nurses could provide essential 
services to meet the health care needs of those older Americans who currently have no: access 
to affordable health care. The bonus payment would encourage them to relocate to areas in 
need of health care services. 

Senators Grassley and Conrad also introduced S. 834 which would provide Medicare 
reimbursement, as well as the HPSA bonus payment, to physician assistants. 

I hope that you will agree that it is time for Medicare to fully recognize the quality of care 
and cost-effectiveness of these non-physician providers and to remove barriers to accesk to 
care for underserved populations that you will cosponsor S. 833 and S. 834. 

I appreciate your consideration of this important legislation and look forward to hearing your 
views about it. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name), RN 
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CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT COORDINATORS 


ACTION NEEDED 

SUPPORT FOR H.R. 2386 -- MEDICARE REIMBURSEMENT 


On June 10, 1993, Representatives Edolphus Towns (D-New York) and William Coyne (D
Pennsylvania) introduced H.R. 2386, a bill entitled the "Primary Care Health Practitibner 

. I 

Incentive Act", to provide direct Medicare reimbursement to nurse practitioners (NPs), 
clinical nurse specialists (CNSs) and certified nurse midwives (CNMs). 

Under this bill, NPs, CNSs and CNMs would be paid 97 percent ofthe physician fee 
schedule for services which they are legally authorized to perform under State law, I 
regardless of location or practice setting and regardless of whetht:;,r or not they are unCler the 
supervision of, or associated with, a physician. In addition, modeled after the bonus I 
payment to physjcians who work in health professional shortage areas (HPSAs), these 
practitioners. would also be paid a bonus payment when they work in . HPSAs. This p~ovision 
is designed to encourage non-physician providers to relocate to areas in need of health care 
services. 

Representatives Towns and Coyne also introduced H.R. 2387, a bill entitled the "Physician' 
Assistant Incentive Act", which. provides Medicare reimbursement to physician, assistkts 

. (PAs). We are supporting the PAs in their efforts as they are supporting us. 

H.R. 2386 and H.R. 2387 have been referred jointly to the Ways and Means and Energy and 
Commerce Committees. In order for this legislation to receive favorable action, it is I 
essential that it have strong bipartisan support. We urgently need your assistance to win 
approval for this proposal and ask that you contact your Representative to urge that 
they cosponsor H.R. 2386 and H.R. 2387. To assist with this effort, we are attachihg a 
sample letter in support of these two bills. If your Representative is either Rep. Towhs or 
or Rep. Coyne, please write to thank him for his support of this important legislationJ 

Your timely assistance in accomplishing this goal is greatly appreciated. Please conJct 

Marjorie Vanderbilt at 202/554-4444, ext. 453, if you have any questions. Thank you. 

very much for your assistance . 


•~., AMERICAN NURSES ASSOCIATION. 600 Maryland Ave, SW. Suite 100W • Washington, DC 20024-2571 
(202) 554-4444 FAX: (202) 554-2262 
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SAMPLE LETTER TO REPRESENTATIVE 

(DATE) 

The Honorable (Name of Representative) 
U.S. House of Representatives 

Washington, D.C. 20515 


Dear Representative _______ 


I am writing to express my strong support for H.R. 2386, the "Primary Care Health 

Practitioner Incentive Act", and H.R. 2387, the "Physician Assistant Incentive Act", ~d to 
request that you cosponsor these two important measures. I 
H.R. 2386, which was introduced by Representatives Towns and Coyne, would provide 
direct Medicare reimbursement to nurse practitioners, clinical nurse specialists and ceJrifled 
nurse midwives at 97 percent of the physician fee schedule for the services which theX are 
legally authorized to perform in the state in which they work. In addition, modeled after the 
bonus payment to physicians who work in health professional shortage areas (HPSAs)j these 
practitioners would also be paid a bonus payment when they work in HPSAs. 

Under direct Medicare reimbursement, these advanced practice nurses could provide essential 
services to meet the health care needs of those older Americans who currently have nd access . I 
to affordable health care. The bonus payment would encourage them to relocate to areas in 
need of health care services. 

Representatives Towns and Coyne also introduced H.R. 2387 which would provide Medicare 
reimbursement, as well as the HPSA bonus payment, to physician assistants. 

I hope that you will agree that it is time for Medicare to fully recognize the quality of care 
and cost-effectiveness of these non-physician providers and to remove barriers to acces~ to 
care for underserved populations that you will cosponsor H.R. 2386 and H.R. 2387. 

I appreciate your consideration of this important legislation and look forward to hearing your 
views about it. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name), RN 
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September 15, 1993 

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT COORDINATORS 

ACTION NEEDED 
SUPPORT FOR H.R. 1683 - MEDICAID REIMBURSEMENT 

On April 2, 1993, Representative Bill Richardson (i)-New Mexico) introduced 

bill to provide direct Medicaid reimbursement to nurse practitioners and clinical 

specialists for services which they are legally authorized to perform under State 

or not they are under the supervision of, or associated with, a physician. 


This measure expands ,the provision ·enactedas part of the Omnibus Budget Ke4:;onCJ..l.la[1()ll 
Act of 1989 (public Law 101-239) which provided direct Medicaid reimbursement 
certified pediatric and family nurse practitioners. The goal of H.R. 1683 is to pr'll)mOte 
provider choice and permit all nurse practitioners and clinical nurse specialists I 

directly reimbursed under Medicaid, thereby enhanciIig the availability and 
health care for our country's unserved and underserved population. 

H.R. 1683 has been referred to the Energy and Commerce Committee. 

Richardson's intent to obtain as much support as possible for H.R. 1683 and to 

considered by the Energy and Commerce Committee at the earliest possible date. 


, In order for this legiSlation to receive favorable action, it is essential that it have ....... ~""l'o 
bipartisan support. We urgently need your assistance to win approval of this Drc)pCJ~sal 
and ask that you contact your Representative to request that shelhe cosponsor 

. 1683. To assist with this effort, weare attaching a sample letter in support of H.R 

Your timely assistance in accomplishing this goal is greatly appreciate. Please COllt:al~t 


Marjorie Vanderbilt at 202/554-4444, ext 453 if you have any questions. ' 

much for your assistance . 


.~.7 AMERICAN NURSES ASSOCIATION. 600 Maryland Ave, SW • Suite lOOW • Washington, DC 024.2571 
(202) 554-4444 FAX: (202) 554·2262 



SAMPLE LETTER TO REPRESENTATIVES 

(Date) 

The Honorable (name of Representative) 
US House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Representative ________ 

I am writing to express my strong support for H.R. 1683 a bill to provide direct Medicaid 
reimbursement to nurse practitioners and clinical nurse specialists delivering care to ~atients 
in both rural and urban areas, and to request that you cosponsor this important measure. 

H.R. 1683, which was introduced by Representative Bill Richardson, would permit lurse 
practitioners and clinical nurse specialists to receive direct Medicaid payments for th~ 
services which they are legally authorized to perform in the state in which they worR. This 
measure expands the provision enacted as part of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliatiod Act of 
1989 (public Law 101-239) which provided direct Medicaid reimbursement to certifibi 

I 

pediatric and family nurse practitioners. . I 
At the present time, many Medicaid recipients are foregoing essential health care services 
because physicians and other health care providers are not available to them. H.R. 11683 
recognizes that better utilization of nurse practitioners and clinical nurse specialists will help 
to fill those gaps in our health care system by increasing access to quality care for o~r 
country's unserved and underserved population. It will also decrease acute care admissions 
and the misuse of hospital emergency rooms and hopefully the adverse effects of 
uncompensated care. 

I hope that you will agree that it is time for Medicaid to fully recognize the qUality of care 
and cost-effectiveness of nurse practitioners and clinical nurse specialists and that you will 
cosponsor H.R. 1683 .. 

I appreciate your consideration of this important legislation and look forward to hearing your 
views about it. 

Sincerely, 

(Your Name), R.N. 


